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‘SAVING’ THE GUEST: THE HOST AS CULTURAL MEDIATOR IN KOREAN
CELEBRITY TALK SHOWS

Kyu-hyun KIM1, Kyung-Hee SUH2

Abstract: In Korean celebrity talk-show interactions, the identity of the host as a cultural mediator 
is embodied by the categorization practice through which the guest’s personal narrative is 
transformed into ‘normatively safe’ public discourse. This process is enhanced by the popular ‘many-
to-one’ talk-show format providing for a methodic basis for the host-group members to collude among
themselves against the guest, who is thereby positioned as an out-group member whose voice is 
obliquely suppressed.

Keywords: Korean celebrity talk-show; conversation analysis; membership categorization; host-
guest interactions; formulation; normative; deviant; safe; category-transformation; out-group

Introduction
In  this  paper,  we  look  at  the  entertainment-oriented  celebrity  talk-show interactions  and
explicate how hosts (or host group) organize their uptake of the guest’s telling over the course
of  formulating  its  gist  or  upshot  (Heritage  1985).  From the  perspectives  of  conversation
analysis (CA) (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974) and membership categorization analysis
(MCA) (Sacks 1972, 1992a, 1992b; Hester & Eglin 1997; Schegloff 2006; Stokoe 2012), we
examine a range of category-transforming practices based on which the host implements their
actions vis-à-vis the guest as normatively ‘loaded’ actions. Focus is given to examining how
the  host’s formulation  and  assessment  activities  draw upon  particular  sets  of  categories,
whose invocation furnishes grounds for transforming the guest’s personal narrative imbued
with his/her individual voice into a normatively ‘safe’ form of a public discourse apt for
public appreciation and enjoyment (Thornborrow 2007).

For  data,  we  have  analyzed  episodes  from the  Guru  Show [mwuluphak  tosa],  an
entertainment-oriented talk show where three male celebrity hosts interview a single celebrity
guest (Penz 1996; Tolson 2001). The show is hosted by a Korean wrestling player-turned-
comedian, who serves as the main host mock-Guru, assisted by two other male hosts.3

As a type of semi-institutional interaction (Ilie 2001), celebrity talk-show interactions
offer valuable data, and its analysis provides a glimpse of ‘culture in action’ (Hester & Eglin
1997) in the context where the culturally meaningful patterns of interaction are played out in
an  ‘intensive’ manner  fitted  to  the  entertainment-oriented  media  talk  (Tolson 2006).  The
present  analysis,  in  this  respect,  aims  to  illuminate  the  role  the  host  plays  as  a  cultural
mediator  of  norms  (Cameron  1995;  Weizman  2006;  Fitzgerald  2012)  managing  the
relationships between the guest and the ‘overhearing’ TV-viewing audiences.

1 Professor at  Kyung Hee University
2 Professor at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies
3 The show is touted as offering advice and healing to the guest, with the main host, dressed in a traditional 

fortuneteller outfit, serving as a counselor in the setting decorated as a traditional shaman house. By re-
creating the atmosphere of the shaman house, the show thus seeks to encourage the guests to reveal their 
personal life stories (Newman 1992). The host’s role as a guru in such a setting warrants him the right to make 
inquiries into the guest’s personal life on the pretext of providing them with guidance and advice. While it is 
no longer on air, the Guru Show is considered one of the most influential celebrity talk shows in the recent TV 
history of Korea.
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‘Teasing’ the guest
One of the actions observed most prevalently in entertainment-oriented talk-show interactions
is teasing (or mock-teasing), in which the host’s prompts or wisecracks are used as a device
to put down, taunt, or rebuke the guest humorously. Consider Extract (1), where  the guest
(G), an actress, is telling a story about how she started her acting career. H1 is the main host
masquerading as ‘guru’, and H2 and H3 are assistant hosts:

(1) [Guru Show, H1, H2, & H3 (Hosts); G (Guest): Actress]
((G describes her first audition experience.))
1 G: ku-key mwe(h)-yess(h)-na  ha(h)-myen[(h),

“What I passed the audition for(h) was(h),
2 H1:                 [ney

       ‘yes.’
3 G: hh .h (0.4) phaynthi=

‘hh .h (0.4) [it was an audition for] the panties.’
4 H1: =YEY::

‘=Yes.’
5 H2: ah sok-ot model-i-yo?=

‘I see, you mean ‘underwear model’? (Is it ‘underwear model’ that 
you’re talking about?”)’

6 G: =ney sok-ot. (0.5) (mat-ta) sok-ot. sok-ot model(h)hhh
=Right, underwear, (0.5) (Right.) Underwear. Underwear 

model(h)hhh’
7 Others: hahahahahhhhhhhhhhh

As the guest begins to talk about her first audition experience, she uses the vernacular foreign
expression phaynthi, derived from the English word ‘panties’, meaning ‘underwear’ (lines 1-3). After
H1’s acknowledgement token at line 4,4 one of the assistant hosts, H2, problematizes the expression
the guest has used,  phaynthi, by proposing an alternative term sokot, a Korean expression meaning
‘underwear’ (line 5). The guest’s confirmation of the appropriateness of the proposed expression at
line 6 triggers laughter by the host-group members and furnishes the basis for the host to initiate a
‘teasing’ sequence in the subsequent context, which is presented in Extract (2):

(2) (Continued from (1))
8 H2: paynthi model-un com kuleh-cyan-ayo, hhh

‘The expression ‘panties model’ is a little too (risqué),
you know? Hhh’        

9 Others: hahahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
10 H2: namca-tul-uy lomang sinpilowun moteyl-intey
11 phanti  moteyl-ila-nun-ke-n com,

‘You’re a model admired by all men and with mysterious beauty, and
you describe yourself as a ‘panties model’, that is a little too…’

12 H1: swuay-ssi. ce com >hanpen<  pwacwuseyo. (.) oh kkayn-ta::
‘Su-Ae. Please look at me. Oh my, YOU’RE TURNING ME OFF! (=That was 
something totally unexpected of you.)’

13 Others: hahhhhhhhhhhhhhh
14 H1: (                            )
15 H2: te  kokupsulen mal-lo underwear-la-n mal-to
16 iss-[nuntey, hhh (ceki)  phaynthi model-un com, hhh ney.

‘Or you may use a more refined expression ‘underwear’ ((English 
word)), but using the word ‘panties model’ sounds a little (too 
unrefined) hhh yes.’

17 Others:     [hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

4 H1’s acknowledgment token is produced in loud volume, as represented by the capital letter in the transcript.
This prosodic feature seems to be trouble-premonitory in that it indexes H1’s uptake of the guest’s expression
as troubling or not normative.
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At  line  8,  H2  further  pursues  the  guest’s  use  of  the  vernacular  expression  as  a
‘repairable’ to  be remedied  accountably. Using the  indexical  expression  kuleh ‘like  that’,
mitigated by the adverb  com ‘a little’, he allusively notes that the expression the guest has
used is improper, with the other participants (including the two other hosts and the guest)
responding by laughing together (Jefferson 1979). At lines 10-11, he proceeds to point out in
more explicit terms that the expression does not fit the image of the actress who is admired
by male admirers as the embodiment of mystical beauty. This is followed by the main host’s
(H1) assessment at line 12, where he alerts the guest by addressing her with a directive (‘Su-
Ae. Please look at  me.’),  which prefaces a one-liner wisecrack highlighting,  in humorous
terms,  the  observed  trait  of  the  guest  as  something  totally  unexpected  of  her  (‘Oh  my,
YOU’RE TURNING ME OFF! (=That was something totally unexpected of you.)”). H2’s
teasing continues at line 15, where he brings up the English word underwear as a still ‘better’
alternative that is more ‘classy’ and ‘refined’, thereby further escalating the teasing sequence.

As a whole, the guest’s use of a vernacular expression, otherwise unproblematic as an
ordinary usage, is used by H2 as the grounds for imputing a negative trait (i.e. not refined) to
the guest, who is portrayed as one who has used a vernacular term that is not compatible with
the  formal  context  of  broadcast  interview  talk.  H2’s  action  can  be  analyzed  as  being
undergirded  by  category-invoking  practice,  through  which  the  category-set
‘refined/unrefined’ is invoked. Here the host’s categorization of the guest as being ‘unrefined’
implicates the host himself in the process in such a way that he, as the categorizer, categorizes
himself as a ‘refined’ person (cf. Whitehead 2009).

In this respect, we find a kind of ‘cutting out’ procedure is at play (Smith 1978), in
which H2 constructs host-guest relationships in such a way that he highlights the discrepancy
between normative rules and definitions of situations to which they allegedly ascribe, on the
one hand, and those indexed by the guest’s language use on the other, as described by H2. In
this sense, the guest is positioned as an ‘out-group’ member vis-à-vis the host-group members
in terms of the category-set ‘refined/unrefined’. The inter-group gap is further revealed in a
dramatically explicit way at line 12 as H1, the main host, endorses H2’s characterization of
the guest by disjunctively calling for the guest’s attention and meta-pragmatically evaluating
the guest in terms of the unfittingly discrepant image of hers vis-à-vis her language use.

‘Empathizing’ with the guest
In this section, we examine the case in which the host-group members ostensibly display an
‘empathic’ stance towards the guest’s troubles-talk concerning the difficulties she experienced
with  her  mother  who opposed to  her  career  plan.  Consider  Extract  (3).  In  the  preceding
context, the guest told a story about how mother first did not let her pursue her career as an
actress for fear that their ‘humble’ family background (i.e. her father being a shoe repairer)
may be revealed to the public once she becomes famous. In response, H1 formulated the
upshot of her troubles-talk by noting that parents who inherit to their children diligent work
habit are more respectable than those who inherit money. Extract (3) shows the subsequent
context in which the guest takes up H1’s affiliative formulation by contrasting her stance with
her  mother’s (lines 14-18);  she says  that she was ready for what  is  to happen while her
mother  was  terribly  worried  about  the  consequence  of  having  their  humble  family
background being revealed to the public. This telling prompts empathetic comments from the
host-group members (lines 19-20, 22, and 23):
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(3) [Guru Show, H1, H2, & H3 (Hosts); G (Guest): Actress]

((H1 takes up G’s story by emphasizing the value of inheriting to children 

good work habit rather than a lot of money))

14  G: ce-nun mwe  yeysangha-koiss-ess-nuntey

15  H1: um:

16  G: cehi cip-eyse-nun ku-key palkhyeci-myen .hh

17 >mwusun< khun il-i (.) na-lketchelem (.)

18 sayngkak-ul ha-syen-napwa-yo.=

‘For myself, I was expecting that to happen anyway (=I anticipated 

that my father’s occupation would be known to the public) (H: um), 

but at home, perhaps she thought as if something (.) very bad would 

happen (=it would be something terribly embarrassing to them if known

to the public).’

 19 H1: =pwumonim-i kwayngcanghi kulen ku sayngkak-ul

 20 hasey-yo (.) [kucyo.

‘Parents tend pretty much to think like that, (.) don’t they?’

21 H?: [um

 22  H3: kukey tto pwumonim maum ani-pnikka?=  

‘Isn’t that also the heart of all parents? (meaning, 

“Isn’t that also what all parents are like?)’

 23  H1: =kuntey kukey tto [pwumonim maum-i-eyo.

‘Given that, that’s also the heart of all parents.’

24 H3:              [ung

     ‘Yes.’

25 (.)

26  G: hhh((teary while smiling and nodding))

((a couple of lines are omitted))

29 G: cen pwukkulup-ciahn-ketun-yo. ((uttered in a sobbing voice))

‘I’m not ashamed, you know.’

In taking up the upshot of the guest’s personal narrative, H1 makes a comment in the
form of a declarative plus a tag (‘Parents tend to think like that, very strongly, aren’t they?’)
(lines 19-20). This is followed by H2’s comment made in the same spirit, constructed as a
negative interrogative (‘Isn’t that also what all parents are like?’) (line 22), which is echoed
by H1 again as he repeats H2’s comment in the form of a declarative sentence (line 23),
hence making a  stronger  epistemic claim (possibly indexing his  status  as  the main host)
(Heritage & Raymond 2005) (‘Given that, that’s what all parents are like.’). This sequence of
empathetic comments is affirmatively taken up by the guest, who responds by smiling and
nodding with teary eyes.

Note that, in taking up the upshot of the guest’s troubles-talk, the hosts do not address
the guest’s trouble  per se through their collaboratively-constructed empathizing comments;
they do not target the guest’s mother specifically as the person to blame as the one who is
responsible for the guest’s problem. Rather, they cast her in positive light, attributing to her a
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generic trait which is shared by all incumbents who belong to the category of ‘parent’ in
general. We find that the host, over the course of attempting to empathize with the guest’s
trouble, pays more attention to constructing the perspective of the guest’s parent as something
to be emulated by way of formulating it  positively in general terms, i.e.  as a perspective
shared by all caring parents who do not want their child to be hurt. The shifted focus is thus
observed  in  the  way  the  members  of  the  category-set  ‘mother-daughter’  are  differently
weighted in the host’s versions than in the guest’s version.

We can further observe the host-group members’ allusive use of linguistic resources
for indexing the mother’s conduct without specifying it, thereby not bringing up any negative
evaluative valence attributable to the mother in regard to her stance against her daughter
(‘Parents tend to think like that, very strongly, aren’t they?’). For instance, the demonstrative
pronoun ku ‘that’ is being used in their assessments, where what it refers to is not specified.
Also,  the  use  of  a  vague expressions  such as  ‘like  that’ or  ‘are  like’ seems to  have  the
interactional  import  of  only  alluding  to  what  the  referent  or  feature  it  indexes  without
specifying what it is. Whatever it points to is obliquely proposed as something to be accepted
and respected within the generalized claim being made (Sacks 1988; Jucker, Smith, & Lüdge
2003). As a result, any negative evaluative valence attributable to the assumed referent – the
guest’s  mother  –  is  not  being  explicitly  brought  up  as  an  issue  to  be  addressed.  These
observations suggest that, in actuality, the hosts are not empathizing with the guest, but with
her mother, in the passive sense that they are not attributing any negative trait to the latter.

That  the hosts  are empathizing not  so much with the guest as with her  mother  is
further evidenced by the hosts’ use of extreme case formulations (‘Isn’t that also what  all
parents  are  like?’).  Following  Pomerantz  (1986)  and  Edwards  (2000),  we  can  note  that
extreme case formulations,  such as  all or  every,  are  normally used ‘to  defend against  or
counter challenges to the legitimacy of complaints, accusations, justifications, and defenses’
and  ‘to  propose  that  some behavior  is  not  wrong,  or  is  right,  by virtue  of  its  status  as
frequently occurring or commonly done’ (Pomerantz 1986: 219-220).5 The host’s repeated
use of extreme case formulations in Extract (3), in this respect, suggests that what is actually
occurring is the defense of the legitimacy of the mothers’ concerns, rather than the guest’s. In
formulating the upshot of the guest’s story as such, the hosts do not focus on the guest as a
victim suffering from her family’s pride, or as a strong-willed individual who successfully
confronts opposition from her family who tried to prevent her from pursuing a career that she
wanted. What ends up being formulated on the host’s terms, as an upshot of the guest’s act of
telling, is the foregrounding of not so much the family tensions or frustrations experienced by
the guest, but more the perceived caring tendencies of the parents not wanting their children
to be hurt.

Overall, while the hosts may appear to empathize with the guest in regard to her problem
with her mother (cf. Lorenzo-Dus 2005), a sense of empathy with the guest’s mother is arguably
manifested more strongly. This suggests that their actions are ‘loaded’ in that the hosts shift the
target of their empathy-giving obliquely, with the consequence that the guest’s trouble deriving
from her self-centered goals is downgraded and not addressed focally, in favor of highlighting her
mother’s attitude as reflecting ‘parental love’ attributed to parents in general. Furthermore, insofar
as  the hosts  are  acting as  a  ‘team’ in  collaboratively formulating their  uptake of the  guest’s
troubles-talk, i.e. by producing a series of empathic comments closely resonating with each other
(lines  19-20,  22,  and  23)  (cf.  Du  Bois  2014),  in  effect  they  claim  epistemic  supremacy  as
members of a patriarchic group colluding against a single female guest positioned as an ‘out-
group’ member.
5 Pomerantz, A. “Extreme Case Formulations: A Way of Legitimizing Claims.” Human Studies, vol. 9, no. 2-3, 

1986, pp. 219-29.
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‘Praising’ the guest
The talk-show hosts frequently engage in the action of ‘praising’ the guest in the context of
formulating and assessing the import of the guest’s personal narrative. Consider Extract (4),
where the guest is an actress and boxer. In the preceding context, she told a story about how
she has helped her mother manage a convenience store and the sauna place where the store is
located, saying that she made every effort to increase the revenue and save money, e.g. by
personally going about getting the goods herself from the wholesalers, instead of having them
delivered to her:

(4) [Guru Show, H1, H2 & H3 (Hosts); G (Guest): Actress & boxer]

((The guest’s story about how she has helped her mother manage the sauna 

place by going at great lengths to increase revenue.))

18 G: kulayse (.) cey-ka sasil kelay-lul ta the-nwa-ss-cyan-[ayo

19 H1:                                    [ney.

20 G: sacang-nim-tul-kawu acik-twu emma kamyenun

21 siyong-I cal iss-nya-kwu:: way an o-nya-kwu

22 yosay-nun:,

‘So, (.) I actually did everything to enter into business 

relations (H1: yes), you know, with the wholesalers. Still, every 

time my mom visits them, they ask about me, whether I’m doing fine,

how come I don’t come to see them anymore these days.’

23 H1: Eh cincca saynghwallek kangha-n yepaywu-ney::

‘Oh she is an actress who really knows how to make a living!’     

24 H1: eh:::         

25 H2: myenuli-kam ilwi-ntey-yo, ilwi,  

‘She is the top-choice candidate as a daughter-in-law, the top-

choice!’

26 H1: Ney:::::

‘Right!’

As the guest wraps up her telling by talking about how her business acumen has left a
strong impression on the merchants with whom she conducted business (lines 18-22), H1
initiates an assessment sequence in which he praises the guest for her managerial endeavor,
characterizing  her  as  a  ‘competent  breadwinner’ (line  23).  This  uptake  is  collaboratively
appropriated by H2, who chimes in with an assessment in which the guest is portrayed as ‘the
best daughter-in-law candidate’ (line 25).

The categorization work that is occurring in these assessment activities involves category
transformation in which the relational categories of ‘family’ and ‘in-laws’ (i.e., ‘daughter-in-law’)
are invoked (Pomerantz & Mandelbaum 2005).  That is, the guest’s individually-oriented self-
description,  where  she  is  portrayed  as  ‘a  business-minded,  penny-pinching  individual’,  is
transformed into a family-oriented category description, as ‘a competent family supporter’ or ‘the
best candidate for a prospective daughter-in-law’. In this process, we find that ‘intra/inter-family
relationships’ are foregrounded over ‘competence of an individual’.6

It can be further observed that the host group members’ praise, or mock-praise, of the
guest is grounded in the membership categorization practice in which social categories ‘woman’
6 In the same vein, we find in Extract (3) that the guest’s individual trait that might be perceived as potentially

‘deviant’ (e.g. ‘opposing her mother’) is replaced with a ‘safer’ one grounded in family relationships (e.g.
‘daughter appreciating her mother being a caring parent’).
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vs. ‘man’ in the category collection of ‘gender’ are ‘positioned’ in such a way that the category
‘man’ is  a  higher  than  the  category ‘woman.’ (cf.  Sacks  1992a:  585-86).  That  is,  the  hosts’
assessments of the female guest in (4) may be hearable as ‘praising’ by virtue of the guest, as an
incumbent of the category ‘woman’, doing something that is normally done by a man (a higher-
positioned category).7

Another noticeable feature in this phase of talk (lines 23-26) is that, while exchanging
commentaries in praising the guest, H1 and H2 gaze at each other, while allusively referring to
the guest as the third-person ‘she’.8 The relevant segment of Extract (4) is introduced below in
Extract (5):

(5) [Guru Show, H1, H2 & H3 (Hosts); G (Guest): Actress & boxer]

23 H1: Eh  cincca saynghwallek kangha-n yepaywu-ney:: ((gazing at H2))

‘Oh she is an actress who really knows how to make a living!’     

24 H1: eh:::         

25 H2: myenuli-kam ((gazing at G)) ilwi-ntey-yo, ilwi, ((gazing at H1))

‘She is the top-choice candidate as a daughter-in-law, the top-choice!’

26 H1: Ney::::: ((gazing at H2))

‘Right!’

The shift in participation framework can be observed in that, over the course of question-
answer sequences where the host and the guest interact with each other, they tend to gaze at each
other most of the time, but in the assessment sequence that follows, the hosts begin to exchange
gazes among themselves more frequently as they go about praising the guest. This suggests that
in the assessment phase of the episode, host-host interactions prevail where they collude among
themselves against  the guest,  who is  thus positioned as  a  side participant  excluded from the
domain of focal encounter (Goffman 1979).

Recall that the host-group members’ collusion is also observed in Extracts (2) and (3). In
(2), H1 and H3 team up with H2, who has initiated a teasing sequence, in such a way that they
escalate the level of affect collaboratively. This is done by laughing together, and through H1’s
meta-pragmatically-framed evaluative  remark  (line  12)  that  further  intensifies  the  assessment
activities underway. The fellow hosts’ collaboration, obliquely organized here, prepares the basis
on which H2 can up the ante by further putting down the guest in the on-going teasing activities
(lines 15-16). In (3), H1 and H2 echo each other’s ‘loaded’ assessment through constructing a
sequence of formulations (lines 19-20, 22, and 23),  indexing their shared orientation towards
foregrounding a positive image of parents caring their child. In all these cases, we find that the
guest is positioned as the ‘butt’ of the collective assessment collusively organized by the host-
group members, who position themselves as a group of external observers claiming epistemic
supremacy vis-à-vis the guest (cf. Schegloff 2007). Positioned as an out-group member as such,
the guest’s individual voice is thereby procedurally suppressed in favor of a normatively-attuned
voice of collectivities represented by the host group, who obliquely sides with (or sometimes
even  claim that  they  belong  in)  the  categories  of  socially-refined  people,  caring  parents,  or
patriarchs praising a young woman patronizingly.

7 This is reminiscent of Sacks’ observation that, in the category collection of ‘stages of life’, where the category 
‘adult’ is positioned ‘higher’ than the category ‘baby’, the assertion that a member of the category ‘baby’ is 
doing the activity bound to the category ‘adult’ constitutes ‘praising’ (e.g. ‘She is acting like an adult.’).

8 Even though pronouns are often not formally realized in Korean, one can readily see that the subject of the 
host’s sentences in the given context is ‘she’, referring to the guest.
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Conclusion
As suggested by the preceding observations,  it  is  notable that the talk-show host’s normative
orientation is  displayed in such a way that the upshot of the guest’s telling is  formulated or
assessed  in  terms  of  ‘relationship  categories’  (Pomerantz  &  Mandelbaum  2005),  whose
incumbents  are  mutually  related  in  terms of familial  rights  and  obligations.  In  the  category-
transforming work the host engages in, the perspective of the parent or the family tends to be
highlighted, with the guest’s voice as an individual being often suppressed. In this process, we see
‘culture in action’; the host would orient to evoking those social categories, category sets, and
category relationships that would be amenable to routine moral accountability (Fitzgerald 2012:
2) in the way that their work is reflexively shaped by the cultural expectations of the TV-viewing
audiences as co-members.

The findings provide  us with initial  grounds for  cross-cultural  studies  explicating  the
ways  in  which culturally  meaningful  formulation and assessment activities  are organized (cf.
Moerman 1973) with respect to how and to what extent they draw upon evocation of norms of
certain types. For instance, they have implications for examining how practices or procedures
employed for inquiry-making and formulating differ from culture to culture. The extent to which
the  explication  and  appreciation  of  ordinariness  and  extraordinariness  of  a  celebrity  as  an
individual  would  presumably  hinge  heavily  upon  the  invocation  of  particular  membership
categories (e.g., ‘being a good girl to her mother’, ‘being a good parent’, ‘being a good student’,
‘passing the college entrance exam’,  etc.).  They also point  to  a  potentially  interesting  cross-
cultural comparison of how ‘humor’ is created and taken up differently across cultures (Apte
1985), given that it is very much through such particular category-based, normatively-oriented
practice of formulating the guest’s response that the host-guest interactions become the source of
fun and amusement in the Korean cultural scene enacted through TV talk shows.

Last,  but  not  least,  one  of  the  observable  features  of  the  participation  framework  in
Korean talk-show interactions is that it is often shaped in such a way that the guest’s voice is
defined by the members of the host group (Smith 1978), who  collude among themselves as a
group of external observers, advice-givers, or even as a group of elders patronizing the guest
positioned  as  an  ‘out-group’  member/side-participant. The  ‘multiple  hosts  vs.  single  guest’
configuration, a format prevalently favored in Korean entertainment-oriented talk-shows, seems
to facilitate the enactment of diverse patterns of footing shift and participant alignment among the
participants (Goffman 1979). Indeed, the popularity of this talk-show format may be the outcome
of its methodic usefulness observed in the way the opportunity for the hosts to probe a single
guest ‘on their terms’ becomes thereby expanded and the guest’s voice suppressed.

Furthermore,  the ‘many-to-one’ format allows the hosts who are not participating in the
interaction at the current moment to monitor the host-guest interaction in progress, waiting for the
opportunity to formulate or assess the upshot of the guest’s telling later as an external evaluator.
They can easily place themselves in ‘second’ position, where they can freely take a critical stance
vis-à-vis the guest’s telling by picking at its  weaknesses through prompts and wisecracks (cf.
Sacks 1992b: 348-53; Hutchby 1996: 487-499), without being closely bound sequentially by the
terms  and  agendas  of  the  question  that  their  fellow  host  asked  in  the  prior  context.  These
asymmetrical features of sequential organization and configuration of the participation framework
furnish the hosts with a resource for enhancing their status as ‘powerful’ external observers, who
are  sequentially  afforded the  opportunity  to  collectively engage the  guest  as  the  ‘butt’ to  be
teased, empathized with, or praised on their own terms.
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Appendix

I have used transcription conventions developed by conversation analysts with some 
modifications (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974):

[  ] Simultaneous utterances . Falling intonation = Contiguous utterances

, Slightly rising intonation ? Rising intonation // Interruption

(0.0) Intervals between utterances -- Cut-offs (.) Micro-pause

: Sound stretch (  ) Words unclear (( )) Transcribers remarks

hhh  Audible aspirations .hh Audible inhalations Underlining  Emphasis

> < quicker than surrounding talk
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THREAT SCENARIOS IN THE UKRAINE CONFLICT

Daniel WEISS1

Abstract:  This  paper explores  metaphors  used  in  Russian  and Ukrainian parliamentary  and TV
debates during the Ukraine conflict from November 2013 to November 2015. It adopts proximisation
theory to the target domain of approaching danger illustrated by different source domains (motion,
border  crossing,  disease,  fire  and  explosives).  It  thus  showcases  the  plight  of  a  country  whose
territorial integrity has been violated and whose nationhood is questioned by its powerful neighbour
and former dominator.

Keywords:  proximisation  theory;  Ukraine  conflict;  disease/  fire/  motion  metaphor;  metonymy;
political discourse; threat

Introduction: the theoretical approach
The present study is based on a sample of about six hundred metaphors related to the Ukraine
conflict and dating from November 2013 to November 2015.2 The study portrays metaphors
describing an approaching danger which were used in Ukrainian and Russian parliamentary
debates and TV talk shows during the first phase of the Ukrainian conflict (2014).3 This topic
invites an analysis in terms of proximisation theory, whose main characteristics, as well as its
shortcomings and their possible solutions, have been outlined elsewhere (Weiss 2017). Due to
reasons  of  space,  it  may  suffice  here  to  mention  that  the  theory  has  to  do  with
“representational  ‘proximising’  of  the  subjectively  remote.”4 The  events  in  question  are
located on the spatial, temporal and modal (later: axiological) axes of a cognitive model that
was first illustrated by an analysis of Bill Clinton’s TV speech on 24 March 1999 after the
beginning of the NATO intervention against Serbia in the Kosovo war (Chilton 2004: 144).5

In Chilton’s later work, the modal axis was renamed into axis of ideological distance, in Cap
2013 it  appears  as  axis  of  axiological  proximisation.6  Both  Chilton  and Cap narrow the
neologism proximis-e/-ation, which etymologically denotes an emotionally neutral concept, to
the description of a discourse strategy that aims at depicting a direct or indirect threat and thus
causing fear  and anger, which will  legitimise the speaker’s/author’s preventive or  reactive
steps.7

1 University of Zurich, Slavic Department.
2 Out of this set, one hundred and ninety examples taken from Russian TV debates stem from an unpublished
MA thesis (Brunner 2015).
3 The  study is  related  to  a  research  project  entitled  “The  Ukraine  conflict  as  a  battlefield  of  conflicting
legitimisation  discourses.”  It  covered  the  period  from  22  November  2013  until  15  March  2015  and
encompassed four countries (Ukraine, Russia, Poland, Czech Republic) and four discourse types: government
statements (speeches, interviews, press releases, press conferences), parliamentary debates, TV discussions and
newspapers articles and reports.  In  the present study, the examples stem exclusively from the Russian and
Ukrainian  corpora.  For  details  of  methodology,  data  selection  and  theoretical  approaches  cf.
http://www.research-projects.uzh.ch/p21358.htm.
4 Chilton 2004: 153.
5 For details cf. Chilton (2004: 144 ff.).
6 The first  adoption of this theory to metaphors  used in US administration sources relating to the Ukraine
conflict has been presented in the doctoral dissertation Lichy 2015.
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Before tackling metaphors that contribute to this intimidating strategy, it should be
emphasized that in the case of the Ukrainian conflict, we are dealing with a more complex
scenario than in B. Clinton’s intervention in the Kosovo war or G. Bush’s War on terror (Cap
2013). On the time axis, we see a two-stage proximisation process on both conflicting sides.
Russia already felt threatened by the extension of EU and NATO in 2004. The Majdan revolt
allegedly added to this the endangerment of the Russian community and language in Ukraine
and  especially  on  the  Crimean  Peninsula.  From the  perspective  of  the  Majdan  winners,
Ukraine likewise faced a long-term threat:  this line of argumentation pointed back to the
defeat  of  the  Ukrainian  independence  movement  after  WW I and Stalin’s anti-Ukrainian
repressions including the holodomor famine in the early thirties. The short-term threat arose
with Russia’s intervention in the Crimea and the Donbass. In the case of Russia, the two-
stage proximisation also involved two different spaces:  the long-term threat aimed at  the
deictic centre (the Russian Federation), whereas the short-term threat affected the periphery
inhabited by the “Russkij mir”, a term denoting the ethnic Russian inhabitants of countries
outside the Russian Federation.

A  final  remark  concerns  the  relation  between  metaphors  and  comparisons.  The
traditional but debatable understanding of metaphors as abbreviated comparisons has been
somewhat downgraded in conceptual metaphor theory. Still, the terms similarity and analogy
have  not  been  banned  from  its  metalanguage.  Thus,  the  subtitle  of  Musolff  (2004)  is
“Analogical Reasoning in Debates about Europe,” Kövecses opposes the “as if-connection”
for  metaphors  to  the  “through-connection”  for  metonymies,9 and  Charteris-Black asserts:
“There is some psycho-linguistic evidence that when metaphors are first introduced they are
processed by means of comparison”.10 All this justifies the inclusion of metaphors (together
with  metonymies)  into  a  new  overarching category  under  the  umbrella  term ‘analogical
reasoning’,11 which  embraces  explicit  comparisons,  metaphors  and  analogies  conveyed
indirectly by quotations. This category is also essential for the present study: it enables us to
integrate many relevant comparisons co-occurring with metaphors in our material.

The data
When searching for  metaphors,  the  automatic  “metaphor identification procedure” (MIP)
developed by the Pragglejaz group was not employed since it has no Polish, Ukrainian and
Czech application and provided even in its Russian version (Zajchenko 2011) rather poor
results: due to its wide scope, it yields too many trivial or even dead metaphors; at the same
time, it cannot cope with innovative metaphors. Therefore, the metaphors had to be extracted
in a non-automatic way by close reading. The examples were mainly collected according to
their degree of conventionality: the more innovative they looked, the easier they found their
way into the collection. Although I did not take a quantitative approach to metaphors, it was
tempting to test the procedure proposed by Charteris-Black (2014: 179), which based on a
reference corpus postulates the following statistical thresholds: if a word with the specific
meaning at hand occurs in ≥ 5% of all corpus entries of this word, it is considered a novel
metaphor, between 5% and 50% a conventional and above 50% an entrenched metaphor. In
Weiss  (2018),  the  application  of  this  test  to  the  Ukrainian  data  is  discussed  in  detail,

7 A broader understanding of proximisation is proposed by Kopytowska (2015), who also postulates five different
axes, including the emotional and epistemic axes.
9 Kövecses (2014:20).
10 CharterisBlack (2015: 171). This refers to Bowdle and Gentner (2007), who postulate “a shift in mode of
mapping from comparison to categorization.”
11 For details see Weiss 2017.
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including the difficulties posed by the choice of an adequate reference corpus as well as the
exclusion of dead metaphors.
       The simplest source of proximisation metaphors is provided by the source domain
‘motion’.  It  may  be  realised  by  expressions  of  walking,  regardless  of  the  degree  of
frozenness.  One of  its  well-attested  subdomains  is  ‘border  crossing’.  It  mostly provides
entrenched metaphors as in “Ci zahrozy peretnut’ evropejs’kyj kordon” (these threats will
cross the European border).1 The speaker whose utterance is rendered in example (3) below
states that “Rosija zajšla za mežu” (Russia has crossed the dividing line).2 Unlike kordon,
meža does not mark a physical border: this act of crossing is located on the axiological axis.
The proverbial red line points to the same direction. The next speaker combines it with an
appropriate physical impairment metaphor:

(1)  У міжнародній політиці є таке визначення "червона лінія". Завжди кажуть, що,
"якщо  перейдуть  червону  лінію,  то  ми  приймемо  додаткові  рішення,  ми
розглянемо  додаткові  санкції,  то  ми  посилимо  тиск".  Просто  хотів  би
звернутися,  щоб  світ  не  страждав  геополітичним  дальтонізмом,  а  то  вже
перейдено не десятки, а сотні  червоних ліній, тисячі загиблих із-за російської
військової агресії.12               

       A temporal concept of border is involved when O.  Turčinov, then  member of the
Ukrainian government,  reminds the Speaker of the Russian State Duma Naryškin that
“voennye prestuplenija ne imejut sroka davnosti, vaša strana sejčas perexodit očen’ opasnuju
čertu”  (war crimes do not have an expiry date.  Your  country  is  now  crossing  a  very
dangerous line).13

      A metaphorical  idiom implying  ‘motion’ appears  in  the  following  statement  of  a
communist Duma deputy following Russia’s annexation of the Crimea:

(2)  Я уже сказал, что англо-американский империализм уже одной ногой стоит на
территории  Украины,  сейчас  пауза,  а  далее  будут  действия,  как  во  многих
странах мира.14

          The somewhat underdetermined closure of this fragment implies that the proximisation
process will  go on and the personified imperialism (this  term is  nowadays used only by
communists) might also set his second leg on Ukrainian soil.  
The  walking  imagery  that  serves  to  depict  the  endangerment  may  also  be  expressed
metonymically. A participant of a Ukrainian TV show uses the metonymy  Rosyjs’kyj sapoh
(Russian boot). The term sapoh belongs to the socially stigmatised mixed Ukrainian-Russian
variety  Suržyk and is actually of Russian origin, which iconically reflects the origin of the
intruder:

12 A. Jacenjuk, Verxovna Rada, 23 October 2014 (In international politics, there is this expression “red line”.
People always say that “if they cross the red line, we will consider additional sanctions, we will increase the
pressure”. I would just like to make sure that the world does not suffer from  geopolitical colour blindness,
because not only dozens but hundreds of red lines have been crossed, [we have] thousands of casualties because
of the Russian military aggression).
13 O. Turčinov, Verxovna Rada, 27 June 2014.
14 N. Rjabov, State Duma, 14 March 2014 (I’ve already said that the British-American imperialism already
stands with one leg on Ukrainian territory, now there is a break, but then will follow such actions as in many
countries of the world).
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 (3) Російський сапог прийшов […] Ми не можемо спокійно дивитися,  коли БТРи
спокійно розїжджають по Криму - це наша з вами земля.  Завтра вони підуть в
Одесу, післязавтра - в Луганськ. Далі - в Київ. Будемо дивитися спокійно? Ні.
Поки вони блокують без пострілу. Завтра вони почнуть провокації, …15  

           Unlike in the preceding example, this speaker anticipates further proximisation steps on
the  time  and  space  axes.  A right-wing  deputy  in  the  Ukrainian  parliament  uses  a  more
derogatory wording, this time in a historical reminiscence and with the Standard Ukrainian
term čobit ‘boot’:

 (4) Коли москальський брудний чобіт прийшов на мою рідну Львівську землю, коли
москальський брудний чобіт знищив  усі  українські  школи,  дитячі  садочки,  …
Шептицького заслав до білих ведмеді.16

           Compared with the preceding example, the repeated mention of the personified boot is
more repulsive here both with regard to its attributes (brudnyj,  moskal’skyj:  Moskal’ is a
pejorative ethnonym denoting Russians) as to its deeds (destruction, deportation). The white
bear is another metonymy closely associated with Russia’s North, which on the spatial and
emotional axes is more remote.
It  goes  without  saying  that  the  boot metonymy does  not  occur  in  Russian  pro-Kremlin
sources.17 On the other hand, a rather neutral variant is attested in an utterance by a critical
observer from the Doneck front, who in a stated that “at present, it would be incorrect and
premature  to  say that  the  boot  of  the  Russian  soldier has  already stepped on Ukrainian
soil.”18 Since here, the boot is simply conceived of as a belonging of the Russian soldier, the
whole phrase remains metonymical yet its negative load vanishes.
           A more playful version of the approaching danger is conveyed in the following joke
about V. Putin.

(5) Маленький  Путін  зайшов  у  великий  сяючий  золотом  Кремлівський
Георгієвський палац. Біля нього стояли два величезних охоронці. І він до них
повертається каже: "Извините, пожалуйста, а где здесь можно пописять"?  "Вам
- везде".  Тоді всі сміялися, здавалося, що це просто милий анекдот. Але нас-
правді  виявилося,  що  імперській  політиці  Путіна  вєздє.  І  той,  хто  сьогодні
сидить далеко-далеко в благополучній Європі - в Лондоні, Ліссабоні, Берліні,
Парижі, - має розуміти, що він пройде вєздє.19

15 A. Hrycenko, Verxovna Rada, 28 February 2014 (The Russian boot has come. We cannot quietly observe how
Russian troops are roaming through the Crimea – this is our territory. Tomorrow they will arrive at Odessa, the
day after tomorrow in Luhansk. Then in Kiev. Should we just patiently watch what’s going on? No. At present
they simply conduct blockades, without any shooting. Tomorrow they will launch provocations).
16 O. Pankevič, Verxovna Rada, 16 May 2014 (when the  dirty Muscovite boot came to my beautiful  L’viv
province,  when  the  dirty  Muscovite  boot destroyed  all  Ukrainian  schools,  kindergartens  …  it  deported
Šeptyc’kyj [the Greek-catholic metropolite of Galicia, whose imprisonment at the outbreak of World War I the
speaker is referring to DW] to the white bears)
17It may be noted that Soviet propagandistic cartoons in World War II often reduced the representation of Hitler
or the Nazis to a boot with the swastika.
18Russian oppositional TV channel Dožd’, 29 August 2014.
19J. Lucenko, TV debate Šuster live, 25 July 2014 (Little Putin once entered the great gold-shimmering George
Palace of the Kremlin. Next to him stood two big lifeguards. He addressed one of them: “Excuse me, where can
I piss here?” “Yoú [may] everywhere”. At that time everybody laughed, it seemed that this was just a good joke.
But in reality, it turned out that Putin’s imperial politicians were everywhere. And those who today sit far away
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Note that the shock produced by V. Putin’s not too civilised language is mitigated by his age.
However, the physical  act  remains disgusting,  and V. Putin’s privilege to relieve himself
wherever he wants, which originally was meant as a humorous symbolisation of his power, is
now reinterpreted as an omnipresent menace for the whole of Europe.

A widespread metaphor for political  inferiority is  the posture verb  kneel  (Russian
stojat’ na kolenjax),  which is related to the universal conceptualisation ‘up is dominant’.
After the annexation of the Crimea, V. Putin was praised because he podnjal Rossiju s kolen
‘raised Russia up [lit.  from its  knees]’,  thus re-establishing Russia as a dreaded military
power. The following statement by a Ukrainian politician on an oppositional Russian radio
channel combines the posture verb and the subsequent, even more humiliating motion ‘crawl
on one’s knees’:

(6)  Складывается впечатление, что задача –  поставить на колени Украину, потому
что Украина не может нести груз этой войны долго, потому что Украина в очень
плохом экономическом состоянии (…) То есть  коллапс приближается со всех
сторон. Это фактически политика на изматывание и коллапс Украины, видимо с
тем расчетом, чтобы Украина, обессилев, приползла на коленях и согласилась на
любые условия.20

What is really approaching us here is the economic collapse that Russia is trying to
cause by blocking imports of Ukrainian goods and increasing the prices of oil and gas supply.
This produces a reversal of the usual picture predicted by proximisation theory: a centrifugal
motion  directed  towards  the  enemy on  both  the  spatial  and  axiological/emotional  axes.
Moreover,  the  motion  script  interacts  with  the  subordination  script,  which  is  attested  in
numerous other cases. For instance, a right-wing politician complains that Russians allow
themselves to wipe their shoes on Ukrainians as a kind of doormat (Ale čomu vony sobi
dozvoljajut’ vytiraty  ob nas nohy).21 The shoes  in  this  idiom play a  humiliating but  less
destructive  role  than  their  close relative  boot (example  4),  which  tramples  on Ukrainian
cultural values.

The motion concept may, of course, be realised otherwise than by walking and does not
necessarily  relate  to  a  threat  scenario.  A train  is  involved  when  Porošenko  accuses  his
predecessor Janukovič to ‘have attempted to re-direct our express train from the West to the
East’ (“sprobuvav na xodu rozvernuty naš ekspres iz Zaxodu na Sxid.”)22 This train metaphor
resumes an old Soviet tradition, which originated in Lenin’s “locomotive of the revolution”;
later on, the train came to symbolise the economic progress of the Soviet Union.23

in the prosperous Europe – in London, Lisbon, Berlin or Paris – should understand that he [Putin]  will get
through everywhere).
20 О. Ljaško, Radio Svoboda, 28 August 2014 (One gets the impression that the task is to bring Ukraine to its
knees, because  Ukraine  cannot  carry  the  burden  of  this  war,  because  Ukraine  is  in  a  very  bad  economic
condition… The collаpse is approaching from every side. This policy indeed aims at Ukraine’s exhaustion and
collapse with the expectation that Ukraine will crawl on its knees [to the enemy] and agree with every condition
whatsoever)
21 A. Jacenjuk, TV show Šuster live, 22 November 2013.
22  P. Porošenko, Verxovna rada, 16 September 2014.
23 Not surprisingly, there were no critical or even derogatory uses of the train metaphor in Soviet propaganda
comparable to those in the European discourse of the 1990s, where problem passengers, different speeds and the
risk of derailment are frequently discussed (Musolff 2000: 39-56).
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A not  unusual  conceptualisation  is  ‘international  relations  is  trade’.  In  a  conflict
situation,  it  functions  solely  in  a  perverted  form  however:  the  export metaphor  targets
terrorism and other undesirable goods, as can be seen in the following fragment of a speech by
G. Bush: “If the Middle East remains a place where freedom and democracy do not flourish, it
will  remain  a  place  of  stagnation  and  anger  and  violence  for  export.”24 The  same  fear
manifests itself in a statement by the anchor man of a Russian TV show: “Ne proizojdet li
ėksport Majdana v Rossiju” (whether there won’t happen any export of Majdan to Russia).25

Here, the metaphor  ėksport  combines with the metonymy  Majdan. What could be exported
here is political disorder and instability, a risk which was given due attention by the Kremlin at
that  time.  On  the  other  side  of  the  border,  the  same  metaphor  targets  Russian  ongoing
activities, cf. “Krim eksportu nafty i gazu, Rosija stala eksportuvaty teroryzm” (Besides oil
and gas, Russia started exporting terrorism); this obviously refers to the separatist forces in the
South-East Donbass region, which are called “terrorists” by the Ukrainian government.26 The
only element of the source concept preserved in the export metaphor is ‘motion’; the meaning
‘commercial transaction’ is completely absent, since no merchandise or payment is involved.

Disease, Wild Animals, Fire
Among the other source domains, disease metaphors follow traditional patterns. Thus, before
the  upheaval,  Ukrainian  authorities  intended  to  “izbežat’ raspolzanie  kievskoj  zarazy”  (to
avoid a spread of the Kievan plague), referring to the Majdan partisans.27 After the change of
power, in the Ukrainian  Verxovna Rada disease metaphors target the Russian interventions:
“Puxlina totalitaryzmu provokuvatyme nebezpečnu xorobu” (The ulcer of totalitarianism will
provoke  a  dangerous  disease)28 or  “90%  žyteliv  Donbasu  prosjat’  zvil’nyty  jix  vid
terorystyčnoji zarazi” (90% of the Donbass inhabitants ask us to free them from the terrorist
plague).29 Parasites  are  another  familiar  element  from  the  propagandistic  arsenal:
“Vidšukalysja  ekstremisty,  kotri  namahajut’sja  parazytuvaty  na  boljučyx  pytannjax  našoho
narodu” (There have shown up extremists who try to parasitise on the aching problems of our
people).30

Animals provide a traditional source of threat metaphors. In our context, the Russian
bear, whose manifold embodiments are analysed in Weiss (2017), plays the most prominent
role in this zoo. The next fragment illustrates the interplay of the two source domains ‘animal’
and ‘disease’:

(7)  … США,  как бешеная собака,  бегают по  миру и  кусают страны,  заражая их
своим вирусом, и ждут, пока они очумеют, а потом набрасываются и догрызают!
Мощные и сильные страны: Россия —  бурый медведь, Индия —  слон, Китай —
саблезубый тигр,  дракон — давайте объединимся и дадим наконец отпор  этой
бешеной собаке, заставим её соблюдать интересы всего мирового сообщества!31

24Quoted from Cap 2013: 95.
25 V. Solov’ev, TV show Poedinok, 30 January 2014.
26A. Jacenjuk at a government session, 16 April 2014.
27 Kommersant, 28 January 2014.
28 O. Turčinov, 20 May 2014.
29 O. Ljaško, 4 June 2014.
30 M. Čečetov, 20 June 2014.
31 V.S. Zoločevskij, State Duma, 26 September 2014 (…the US is  running around like a mad dog and  biting
countries,  infecting them with its  virus, then waits until they go mad, and later it  pounces on them and  bites
them  to  death!  The  powerful  and  strong  nations,  Russia,  the  brown  bear,  China,  India,  the  elephant,  the
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        Here, the  mad dog belongs to the two source domains ‘disease’ and ‘wild animals’,
which are now both exploited by the speaker. First, he elaborates the idea of disease, cf.
biting, infecting, virus, go mad, pounces, bites to death.  The target of this mapping (what
kind of disease?) remains unexplained. In the subsequent sentence, he extends the animal
domain,  complementing the  dog by the metonymies  bear, elephant,  sabretooth tiger  and
dragon.  Note  also  the  transformation  of  the  initial comparison  like  a  mad dog into  the
anaphoric metaphor this mad dog.

The political  zoo also includes mythical animals, such as hydras and dragons.  And
finally, animal-like personifications may fulfil the same function: “Moskva poklala tudy lapy
svoji  zahrebušči,  ščob znyščyty  Ukrajinu”  (Moscow laid  its  greedy paws here  to  destroy
Ukraine).32

Our last  source domain relates to ‘fire’ and its  derivatives.  Fire metaphors  play an
important role in Proximisation theory.33 The underlying conceptualisation ‘danger is fire’ is,
however, only one of quite a few different mappings: hope, enthusiasm, anger and purification
are other possible targets.34 In the polemics about the Ukrainian conflict, ‘danger’ is the only
target where fire metaphors occur. The following excerpt contains no less than five instances
of the word fire and two other words that semantically imply a fire:

(8) У нас пожар. Это не внутренний пожар. Не мы подпалили наш дом. Не люди на
Донбассе  рaзвели этот  пожар.  Этот  пожар пришел  из-  вне.…  А  Украина
граничит, в частности, с четырьмя странами членами ЕС. Помогите нам, потому
что это в  ваших интeресах.  Вы помогаете  себе,  помогая нам.  Если  пожар не
затушить здесь - он распростра- нится дальше.35

       This message follows a rather typical pattern in Ukrainian proximisation discourse: the
danger comes from outside but has already reached us and may expand elsewhere, beyond our
borders. Thus, this example works as a warning for the West and is reminiscent of example (5)
with its hint on V. Putin’s omnipresence.
         In the next quotation, the Western efforts to extinguish the fire proves counterproductive:
“during the events in Ukraine we saw many representatives of European countries and of the
US State Department acting as if they tried to extinguish the fire with oil.”36 This collocation is
a one-scope blend of the two regular collocations extinguish a fire and pour oil in(to) the fire.
Although it  looks like a conventional,  sarcastic metaphor, it  is not attested in the Russian
National Corpus.
         On the other hand, Russia may also be blamed for its inadequate behaviour in the face of
the  Ukrainian  crisis,  as  an  oppositional  Russian  politician  points  out  in  the  following
comparison:

sabretooth tiger or dragon, let us unite and resist to this mad dog, let us force it to respect the interests of the
world community!)
32 O. Ljaško, 19 September 2014.
33 Cap 2013: 62, 80 f., 123.
34 Cf. Charteris-Black 2014: 198 ff. See also Charteris-Black 2016.
35 G. Nemyrja, Verxovna Rada, 29 August 2014 (We have a fire. This is not an internal fire. It was not us who
set our house on fire. The people from Donbass did not initiate this fire. This fire came from outside… Ukraine
borders on four members of the EU. Help us, since this in your own interest. You help yourselves by helping us.
If the fire is not extinguished here, it will continue to spread).
36 V. A Vasil’ev, State Duma, 26 February 2014.
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(9) мы являемся великой державой, которая должна вести себя, по идее, как великая
держава, а не как страна, которая пытается восстановить былое могущество за
счет соседа:  когда у  него пожар,  нужно у него унести телевизор или угонять
машину.37

In this speaker’s view, Russia’s annexation of the Crimea and its military support for
the separatist movement in the Donbass region are paralleled to the theft of these territories
from its legitimate owner. 

A  smouldering  fuse combines  the  idea  of  ‘motion’ (the  approaching  fire)  with  an
ensuing explosion, cf. the following quotation from a debate in the Russian parliament: “It’s a
fuse  which  has  already been  smouldering  for  several  months,  now it  may explode  every
moment.”38 According to Charteris-Black’s threshold of less than 5% of occurrences in the
reference corpus39 (here: the Russian National Corpus), Russian  fitil’ ‘fuse’ in this political
meaning is a novel metaphor. This holds all the more for the collocation fitil’ tleet ‘the fuse is
smouldering’.

Explosives offer a more threatening concept than mere fire, therefore they often occur
in  proximisation  imagery.  In  a  Russian  TV  show,  Ukrainian  politicians  are  accused  of
tolerating  a  terrifying  explosive  development:  “vremja  pokažet  tu  strašnuju  minu
zamedlennogo dejstvija, kotoruju segodnja oni vospitali v svoej strane” (time will show the
terrible  delayed-action mine that they have brought up40 in their country).41 One may only
surmise that what this speaker has in mind is the approaching danger of an alleged fascist
regime in Ukraine. The leader of the Russian communist party even considers the outcome of
the  Majdan riots  a greater danger than the nuclear catastrophe of  Černobyl’:  “Na Ukraine
vzorvalsja političeskij Černobyl’, po svoim posledstvijam on gorazdo opasnee jadernogo” (In
Ukraine, a  political Černobyl’ exploded, whose consequences are way more dangerous than
the nuclear one).42

Conclusions
This study discussed two different types of ‘proximisation’ imagery (metaphors, metonymies
and comparisons) that affect the Ukrainian territorial integrity. ‘Motion’ is not a threatening
concept  in  itself,  nor  is  it  the  sub-concept  ‘border-crossing’:  here  the  danger  had  to  be
expressed contextually  except with ‘red lines’ and ‘expiry dates’, which presuppose some
kind  of  prohibition.  ‘Disease’,  ‘wild  animals’,  ‘fire’ and  ‘explosion’,  on  the  other  hand,
unequivocally signal a threat scenario. In some examples, two or more sources were blended
or intertwined, such as ‘motion’, ‘fire’ and ‘explosion’ or ‘animals’ and ‘disease’. Moreover,
as  examples  (4)  and  (6)  showed,  ‘motion’  may  also  combine  with  the  target  domains
‘destruction’ and ‘subordination’.  Sometimes we find a  combination of source and target
within one NP, cf. “ulcer of totalitarianism.”

37 G. Gudkov, Dožd’, 29 August 2014 (We are a great power which should behave like a great power and not
like a country that tries to restore its former power at the expense of its neighbour: when there is a fire at his
place, one carries away his televisor or steals his car).
38 O. Nilov, State Duma, 27 February 2014.
39 Charteris-Black (2014: 179).
40The metaphorical clash of  bringing up a mine looks very much like a catachresis. Native speakers find this
combination bizarre.
41D. Orlov, TV show Vremja pokažet, 16 September 2014.
42G. Zjuganov, State Duma, 5 February 2014.
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It does not come as a surprise that the same source domains are used by the Russian
side to depict the dangers threatening the Russians on Ukrainian territory. The study also
illustrated the interplay of metaphors, metonymies and comparisons: in example (4), it was
the metonymical boot that caused the destruction, and example (7) showed the typical pattern
of  an  initial  comparison (‘like  a  mad  dog’)  engendering  the  metaphor  ‘mad  dog’ in  the
subsequent text.  On the whole, the imagery used was not innovative in the sense sketched
out by Charteris-Black (2014) but appeared in fresh contextual combinations.
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HUMOR BASED TIME
TIME LIMITATION THEORY (TLT) AS THE BASIS FOR HUMOR CREATION

Arie SOVER1

Abstract: In this article, I suggest a new theoretical approach according to which the basis for the
creation of humor lies in our life expectancy.

During  the  span  of  one’s life,  human  beings  endeavor  to  achieve  goals.  Because  life
expectancy is limited, we have to divide our time into various activities that we want, need, or require.

We allocate a portion of our time on earth for each of our activities: Eating, dressing, going
to work, watching a movie. Many activities are common to human society, though cultural differences
may  be discerned.  They might  differ  not  only  in  the  content  of  the  activity  but  also in  the  time
allocated to  each.  The time framework constitutes  one of  the  models according to  which human
beings are supposed to act. The time performance of an activity which is in accordance with this
model is perceived as the norm. Any deviation is considered a breach of the norm and an unusual
situation.

We  live  in  several  frames  simultaneously,  such  as:  physical,  social,  cultural  and
technological. At the basis of each lies that of the life expectancy frame, which is the infrastructure of
all the others. The life expectancy frame shapes the content of all the various activities in each frame
as well as the time division model in each.

As our life expectancy is  limited, we are interested in the optimal utilization of  our time.
Therefore, all of our activities are time-based. Any activity such as eating, drinking, or shopping at
the supermarket, is expected to be of certain duration. An activity taking more time or less time is
seen as unusual. Thus, there is a reasonable time range for each activity we perform. I term this time
range the “time range model”. The duration of any activity under or above the time range model will
be perceived as a deviation and therefore unusual.

As we are well aware,  the unusual is  the basic condition for the creation of a humorous
situation (although not every unusual situation is necessarily perceived as humorous).

In this article, I will argue that the time limitation theory does not contradict the prevalent
theories within the study of humor; rather, it constitutes the infrastructure for these theories.

Keywords: Life expectancy, Time, Humor theory, Comedy, Laughter

Introduction to the nature of time
Augustine has written: "What is Time? If no one asks me about it, I know; if I want to explain
it to the one who asks, I don’t know". Augustine suggested that there is an internal sense of
time,  which  we all  possess.  But  this  sense  of  time,  is  very much personal  and can't  be
delivered or explained to another person. (Augustine, 2008: 2).

There are many studies dealing with time in various domains such as philosophy
psychology, biology, physics and history. The study of time is interdisciplinary and has a
long history since Plato Aristotle Einstein and Bergson. It was the pre-Socratic philosopher
Anaximander (600 BCE) who apparently was the first in the classic Greek that referred to
the idea of time in his treatise On Nature. Only a fragment of that is left, being quoted by
the doxographer Simplicius in the sixth century. In this phrase, Anaximander speaks of a
common  nature of  all  things,  from which  they  come  into  being  and  into  which  they
disappear and are destructed again. This process of birth and destruction is measured by
necessity or by the assessment of Time (Kirk & Raven, 1971; 119).

1 Professor at The Open university & Ashkelon Academic College in Israel
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There  are  many aspects  of  perceiving  time  like:  Relative  time,  Personal  time  or
Objective time. Personal time concerns not only the development of processes of objective,
technical, and scientific time-keeping, but also various kinds of personal, human temporal
processes:  genetic  time,  biological  time,  perceptual  time,  psychological  time,  and
sociocultural time. (Bruneau, 2012)

Multiple studies relate time to space. Einstein’s special theory of relativity changed
the notion of space, energy and time. Time is perceived as relative. Time and space should be
considered together and in relation to each other. (See, Durie, 1999: xvii).

The connection between time and space has been studied extensively in areas such as
linguistics,  psychology,  philosophy.  Yet  many  questions  remain  about  the  nature  of  this
connection; one can argue that, they are autonomous conceptual domains that derive from a
generalized representational template. But the conceptual domain of time achieves much of
its meaning and coherence from our basic perceptual, motor, and kinesthetic experiences in
the physical world (Matlock et al., 2011).

Merleau-Ponty’s claim that we have been forced to recognize that spatial perception is
a  structural phenomenon and is  comprehensible  only within a  perceptual  field,  a field in
which we are anchored through our commitments past, present and future (Olkowski 2010;
See also Du Nouy 1937: 126). Bergson distinct between the duration in which we act, and the
duration in which we see ourselves acting. A duration whose elements are dissociated and
juxtaposed. The former is the energy and the latter is the matter, and what unifies duration is
our temporality. Our past remains part of the present as desire, will and action, although only
what  is  useful  enters  consciousness  in  any  one  perception.  (Olkowski  2010;  see  also
Patomäki, 2011). Heidegger enhance Bergson's point of view, suggesting that to be human is
to be self-conscious where lies the primordial feeling of duration, and that human beings have a
temporal character (Heidegger, 1962: 2). Nietzsche (1999), related to the complexity of time
by suggesting that every human being born, symbolizes the future but incorporates in him the
past being an extension of his ancestors that gave him birth.
Husserl  states that only human beings make time by stiffing the fragmentary dynamics of
experience  through  the  reflexive  unity  of  consciousness.  The  awareness  of  temporality
requires the reduction of  objective time.  There is no any objective standard of measuring
time. All of the means of determination belonging to natural science like clocks, calendars are
obviously excluded (Husserl, 1964; 60, 1991; 350).

The list of studies concerning time in different aspects and domains is a very large.
But only few studies are connecting time to humor from the theoretical approach. When they
do so it is done from the point of view of their discipline focusing on laughter rather than on
the discovery of humor nature. Hobbes claimed that "Sudden glory", is the passion which
makes  those  grimaces  called  Laughter  (Hobbes,1997:125).  Kant,  enhance  this  idea
suggesting  that Laughter  results  from  a  strained  expectation  being  suddenly  reduced  to
nothing. Both of  them emphasis the suddenness of the process (Kant, 1942; 149-151, Sover,
2009: 30-32; see also Spencer, 1868: 195-203).  Weeks (2002; 2010) suggests that  laughter
has a transcendental aspect. It is the sound of a hole being torn in the fabric of time. Weeks
label it as "time out".

Connecting time and humor
In this article, I relate time to humor creation. I suggest a new theoretical approach according
to which the basis for the creation of humor lies in our life expectancy.
From the moment we are born our internal biological clock starts to work. It is a linear clock
that runs forward and takes us to a future that is limited in time (see Flaherty, 1999: 12-15).
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Everyone has his own biological clock that determines his future length or as we call it, life
expectancy. During the span of one’s life, human beings endeavor to achieve goals. Because
life expectancy is limited, we have to divide our time into various activities that we want,
need, or require.

We allocate a portion of our time on earth for each of our activities: Eating, dressing,
going to work, watching a movie.  Many activities are common to human society, though
cultural differences may be discerned. They might differ not only in the content of the activity
but  also  in  the  time  allocated  to  each.  The  time  framework  constitutes  the  basic model
according to which human beings are supposed to act. The time performance of an activity
which is in accordance with this model is perceived as the norm. Any deviation is considered
a breach of the norm and an unusual situation.

We live  in  several  frames  simultaneously,  such  as:  physical,  social,  cultural  and
technological.  At  the  basis  of  each  lies  that  of  the  life  expectancy  frame,  which  is  the
infrastructure of all the others. The life expectancy frame shapes the content of all the various
activities in each frame as well as the time division model in each.
As our life expectancy frame is limited, we are interested in the optimal utilization of our
time. That’s why there is a saying "time is money" that means, we have not unlimited time to
spend (see  Mooij, 2012). Therefore, all of our activities are time-based. Any activity such as
eating, drinking, or shopping at the supermarket, is expected to be of certain duration. An
activity taking more time or less time is seen as unusual. Thus, there is a reasonable time
range for each activity we perform. I  term this  time range the  “time range model”.  The
duration of any activity under or above the time range model will be perceived as a deviation
and  therefore  unusual.  As  we  are  well  aware,  the  unusual (or  incongruous)  is  the  basic
condition for the creation of a humorous situation - although not every unusual situation is
necessarily perceived as humorous.

The time model lies not only in actions or activities but on every aspect of our life.
People often use spatial metaphors to describe time, especially metaphors about motion. They
refer to time in terms of moving quickly or slowly, as in “Spring break raced by” or “The
weekend is taking forever to arrive.” They ascribe time  characters as moving in a forward or
backward direction, as in “Let’s move the meeting forward to September” or “The party was
pushed back two hours” (Matlock et al., 2011).

The reality or the imaginary world that  surrounds us is  situated in  our mind as a
pictures catalogue. Any change in one or more of the pictures is perceived as an unusual, and
force us to invest energy to adapt ourselves to the new notion or the new reality. We consider
that Energy and Time are two manifestations that can replace each other (time is considered
as energy and energy is considered as time). In that case investing energy means spending
time.

Time and humor creation
Imagine that you are invited to a concert one evening, and the concert concludes five minutes
after it began. This would seem unusual and might be perceived as comic. You’ve probably
had an opportunity to observe a pantomime street performance in which a mime holds a fixed
position for a long time without moving, as if he were a statue. At a certain point the audience
starts to laugh.

That is the moment at which the mime’s lack of movement exceeds the observer’s
time range model. In the film,  Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (1926), the comedian Harry Langdon
acts out such a comic scene. He gazes straight into the camera, continues gazing, casts his
eyes to the left and to the right, then again gazes forward, and so on, thereby expressing his
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inability to decide his  next step. At a certain point the theater audience will  burst  out in
laughter.

Creators of comedy for cinema, television, and theater understood well how to use the
concept of time limitation as a basis for creating comic situations.  For example, in his film
The Great Dictator (1940), Charlie Chaplin plays Hitler. He hastily enters a room in which a
painter and sculptor are waiting for him. The former is painting a portrait of him, and the
latter is sculpting a statue of him. Charlie stands still for a split second, says “enough”, and
exits. During that period of time the painter and sculptor were supposed to make progress.
From the  audience’s  perspective,  Charlie  had  entered  the  room for  “zero”  time  for  the
purpose of an activity that we know requires much more time. The miniscule amount of time
that  Charlie  devotes  to  the  activity  creates  a  particularly  large  comic  gap  between  our
expectation and the outcome in practice, and this of course is very funny.

In his film The Cameraman (1928), Buster Keaton creates a gag on a similar basis. He
is speaking by phone with a young woman, and they agree to meet. Keaton is so thrilled that,
even before the conversation concludes, he abandons the phone and rushes to the woman’s
home with lightning speed. She is still speaking to him on the phone. By the time she notices
that there is no answer on the other end of the line, he is already standing behind her.
Of course, we must not overlook the virtuoso meal scene in the play Servant of Two Masters
(1743) by Goldoni. The number of activities that Arlecchino carries out in a short amount of
time in order to satisfy the culinary needs of his two masters is unusual and comic. Likewise,
in Beckett’s play Waiting for Godot (1949), the wait for Godot is infinite.
Humor does not exist independently. Humor is the shadow that accompanies human activity,
just as the human shadow does not exist without the human being. Humor is a virtual state, a
perception of the world, a way of life. Humor depends entirely on the personality and culture
of the individual who perceives it. What one person perceives as a humorous situation will
not necessarily be perceived as such by someone else. What is perceived as humor in one
cultural setting will not necessarily be perceived as humorous in a different cultural setting. It
should be noted in this context that culture and personality are linked in the sense that the
totality of someone’s personality is also representative of his culture.

Nevertheless,  in  order  to  attribute  social  characteristics  to  humor  as  well,  humor
should be assessed at three cultural levels: the global level, the local or community level, and
the personal level. At the global level, there exist shared codes of humor that touch upon all
aspects of life. Global humor indicates the existence of a shared cultural foundation on the
one hand, while serving as a means to critique that culture on the other hand. At the local or
community level, humor depends on local cultural characteristics: the nation, ethnic group, or
community. At  the  personal  level,  an individual  interprets  humor  in  accordance  with  the
shared values of the local and global culture as well as his own personality. Ultimately an
individual designs his own codes of humor, characteristic to him. The frames in which we
live – such as technological, social, physical, and climatic, and foremost among them the life
expectancy frame – create a variety of norms among people and therefore, create various time
range models as well. As a result, there are differences among human beings with respect to
perceptions of humor. Our life’s clock is a function of these frames. Their influence is felt,
among other ways, in the number of activities that a person undertakes during his life and in
the ideal duration of each and every activity.

The number of activities undertaken by a member of a western society with abundant
technology differs from the number of activities undertaken by a member of an agricultural
society without technology (see Robinson & Godbey, 1997: 11- 42, 287-302). The number of
activities that a Bedouin in the Sinai Desert undertakes throughout his life differs from the
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number of activities undertaken by an Israeli living in Tel Aviv, a Pole in Krakow, or an
American in New York. The number of activities that an Eskimo in the North Pole undertakes
during his life differs from the number of activities undertaken by someone living in Paris or
London.  The  influence  is  not  only  on  the  number  of  activities  but  also  on  additional
characteristics, such as the quality and duration of the activity.

Humor attaches to every characteristic of the activity. If there is a deviation from one
of the characteristics,  then it  becomes unusual or incongruous,  and potentially humorous.
This deviation is in relation to the norm of the person laughing or the society that finds it
funny. The same norm is derived from the limitation of life expectancy and the division of
limited  time.  It  follows  that  what  amuses  someone  living  according  to  a  particular  time
division might not amuse someone else who lives according to a different division of time.
For an Indian to practice yoga for a month might seem perfectly natural to Indians. An Israeli
observing this practice would "go crazy" after five minutes. An Italian observer would be
certain that the yogi has been dead for a month.

Are we speaking of an internal clock that is ingrained upon birth,  or a clock that
develops during the course of our life as Bergson,  Husserl and others suggests? In fact, it
appears to be a combination of the two. Since the invention of the mechanical clock in the
thirteenth century, the perception of time has changed. If human life had previously been
based on the cycles of time found in nature, then the mechanical clock turned everything
upside down, disconnecting human beings from nature and creating an artificial scale of time
that operates independently and is detached from the natural progression of time. From that
moment human nature changed as well. The industrial revolution was based on technologies
that reduce the time required for an activity, and it created a society in which machines dictate
the pace of a person’s life and the number of activities he has to undertake during his life. As
the use of time-saving technologies increases, so too the number of activities that a person
must undertake during his life continuously increases.

In order to comply with the tight schedule of activities that a person is expected to
undertake various models of time that are specific to each and every activity have developed.
As the number of activities increases – in light of the introduction of novel technologies – so
too the time models for each activity are refined or changed. Consequently, the range between
minimum and maximum optimal time becomes shorter for every activity. If a foot race was
measured in seconds at the beginning of the twentieth century, today it is measured in tenths
or hundredths of seconds. These days, a one-hundred-meter race that lasts one second longer
than expected is considered a colossal failure. In 1895, a car ride at thirty kilometers per hour
would have been regarded as a revolution in transportation. A car that drives at such speed
today would be regarded as the best joke in town.

In parallel to the changed perception of human time, the perception of humor has also
changed. Humor, the virtual shadow of the human being, attaches to the central component of
the human endeavor, which is  the optimal utilization of time.  Deviation from the optimal
utilization of time – the model time – is perceived as unusual and as a basis for creating
humor.

What is funny about a person slipping on a banana peel in the street and falling on his
behind? People who observe him walking will laugh the moment he slips and falls. Why do
they laugh? They laugh because that person disrupted their model of a walking person. In this
case, there was a person who was expected to carry out an activity correctly, but the activity
was disrupted. In our assessment of time, there was an activity that disrupted the optimal
utilization of time for walking. This activity wasted some of our precious and limited time
expectancy.
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The  same  principle  applies  to  verbal  humor.  Verbal  humor  that  is  based  on  the
disruption of a saying or a written word or sentence represents a deviation from the norm of
the optimal utilization of time. Jokes that are based on a (double entendre) double meaning –
or, as Koestler (1964: 44-45, 55-67) terms it  bisociation, save time within our timeframe.
Rather than grasping one consistent and expected meaning within a specific unit of time, we
simultaneously grasp two meanings. Thus we have acquired more meaningful information
within a shorter amount of time which means saving energy. Saving energy means saving
time.  Here too, our time model has been disrupted.

Let's take another example that tackles the time mechanism from another point of
view: We walk on the street and see identical tweens and it makes us laugh. The reason that
we laugh now is that the perceived reality of twins looks unusual to us. Because of the rarity
of such phenomenon, we did not construct a priory in our brain a compatible model. At that
moment we need to build a temporal new model so that we can adopt ourselves to the new
reality.2 To achieve this  goal  we need to invest  energy and it  takes time.  Here again the
"unusual"  force us to  invest  more time and energy. The unusual  cause us tension that is
released by laughter. From the other end our laughter means that we are in the middle of the
adaptation process of the unusual. The same process happens when we perceive any situation
that is rare and don't fit any of our models e.g.: one hundred pregnant women walking on the
street, ten dogs with the same shape and color, and seven men with the same haircut.
Humor is a cognitive state in which we are warned about an unusual activity that disrupts our
ideal  timeframe.  When  an  unusual  situation  is  created  by  another  human  being,  in  that
moment, the person who grasps the humor and laughs, is functioning on two different levels:
On the  first  one  he  examines  his  cognitive  timeframe opposite  to  the  perceived unusual
situation - that results in laughter, on the other level the same laughter signals to the person
who created the unusual that his activity was wrong or out of timeframe.

The way humor works
In any comic situation, we will find one or more of the following elements of optimal time
utilization: direction, objective, and invested effort. Humor will attach to one or more of these
elements and make the unusual situation comic. A person walking down the street who, for
lack of attention, bumps into an electricity pole has involuntarily deviated from his objective,
and some of the effort that he invested towards this objective is wasted.
In his film, it’s a Gift (1934), the comedian W.C. Fields and his family set out on a long trip.
They get into their overloaded car. They say goodbye to all the neighbors standing by their
car. Fields starts the car, and there are more waves of goodbye to the neighbors. The car
begins to move, then stops after two meters. Car failure (and the movie theater audience
bursts out laughing). In this case the direction of travel was correct, and the objective was
clear – a vacation trip. Yet the result achieved – a two-meter drive – in relation to the invested
effort is unusual and comic.

In his film Take the Money and Run (1970), Woody Allen portrays an unsuccessful
cellist who says, “They asked me who Mozart is. I thought about it for an hour but didn’t
know who he is.” The period of time – the “hour” that he needed to think about who Mozart
is – is the unusual factor in our model, which holds that a cellist should immediately be able
to answer who Mozart is.

In his film Seven Chances (1925), Buster Keaton must get married by 7 p.m. in order
to receive a large inheritance. He immediately goes out to the street and proposes marriage to

2 The creation of temporal model, is a normal process that we use in order to adopt ourselves to unusual 
situations and new information that we are exposed to, some time on daily basis.
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every woman he meets. Here we have a drastic reduction in time relative to our model of how
much time should pass before one proposes marriage.

Did you know, for example, that lions sleep or doze for 18 hours during a 24-hour
period?  Anyone  hearing  this  number  for  the  first  time  probably  marvels  over  the  fact,
perceiving it as unusual. Even if we have never previously wondered about the number of
hours a lion sleeps, we have models related to human sleep and to sleep generally, and we
assess the number we hear accordingly. A comparison of the lion’s hours of sleep to our sleep
model makes the former unusual. Will anyone that reads this article smile upon this unusual
number? That depends on his models and the nature of his personality.
I refer to the gap between our time model and the real time of an activity as a “comic gap”.
The greater the comic gap is, the stronger the laughter will be.

Time limitation theory as the infrastructure of the major humor theories
The time limitation theory provides  the infrastructure for  the theories  that  seek to  define
humor. Time limitation theory provides the foundation for the main theory within humor
research,  that is,  the theory of  incongruity (Spencer, 1868: 194, 260;  Koestler, 1964:  35;
Samson & Hempelmann, 2011; Oring, 2011). Incongruity is based on the gap between our
model and perceived unusual. Every gap or incoherence situation is perceived as a waste of
our  limited  time.  There  are  those  who claim that  surprise is  a  necessary foundation  for
creation of humor. It turns out that the theory of surprise is partially correct and does not
apply to all humorous situations. When it does apply, however, it also accords with the time
limitation theory. Let us take magic tricks as an example. The magician removes his hat from
his head and takes a dove out of it. He taps his magic wand and it turns into a flower.

Both cases entailed a surprise. This surprise is based on shortening the time model.
The transition from hat to dove and from magic wand to flower shortcuts many cognitive
processes that we would expect to take place in order to achieve the same results. Each of
these processes, if they really took place, would take time. This time was shortened. The
shortening of time accords with time limitation theory. Bergson's social theory of humor and
laughter, which includes a number of key arguments, also accords with time limitation theory.
For example, the mechanical inelasticity theory, (raideur de mechanique), double meaning,
and repetition, all have at their foundation the non-optimal utilization of time. At the core of
Freud’s  psychoanalytic  theory  of  humor is  the  emotional  energy  expenditure  that  is
conserved.  (The  concepts  of  conservation  and  waste  derive  directly  from  the  optimal
utilization  of  time).  Freud  claimed  that  tendentious,  aggressive,  or  sexual  humor  entails
breaking through inhibitions and circumventing censorship. This circumvention is based on
the shortening of time or the multiplicity of information within a unit of time, and that is what
makes the joke comic. Let us take the following joke as an example:

The Jewish dignitary Moshe Montefiore was invited to a dinner party in London with
ministers, dukes, and the city’s dignitaries. An anti-Semitic duke who was sitting next
to Montefiore said to him: “Listen, Montefiore, I have just returned from Japan. Such
a nice country. I did not see a single pig or Jew there.” Montefiore replied: “You know
what? We should go there immediately. Then there will be one of each.”

If the joke contained only aggression it would not be comic. What makes it comic is
that it entails a multiplicity of information. Montefiore’s reply to the duke includes sentences
that he did not voice, namely, “Let us now travel to Japan in order to correct the current
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situation, and then you will be the pig there, and I will be the Jew there.” Two sentences that
coexist at the same time are thus compacted into one sentence.

Here is another example In Laurel and Hardy’s film Twice Two (1933), that illustrates
the existence of hidden sentences. The following title appears:

“Mr. Hardy was married — Mr. Laurel was also unhappy”

Observe  how  many  hidden  sentences  are  contained  in  the  following  wishful
statement:

“If only Adam had died with all his ribs in his body”

If we had to voice all the missing sentences in these examples, it would take much
more time. Thus we have here an abundance of information and we save time. Or as Freud
would define it, we have conservation of emotional energy.

Conclusion
This article, suggests a new theoretical approach according to which the basis for the creation
of humor lies in our life expectancy. Because life expectancy is limited, we human, divide our
limited time according to the various activities that we want, need, or require to do.

We allocate a portion of our time on earth for each of our activities: Eating, dressing,
going to work, and watching a movie. Even though many activities are common to human
society, cultural differences may be discerned. They might differ not only in the content of the
activity but also in the time allocated to each. The time framework – minimum and maximum
time allocated to each activity -  constitutes the time-model according to which we examine
any activity. The time performance of an activity which is in accordance with our model is
perceived as the norm. Any deviation is considered a breach of the norm and an incongruous
situation. Any humor situation –is based on incongruous situation which the infrastructure is
time-based-model.

All  the  examples  given  and  all  those  humor  situations  that  makes  us  laugh  can
function  as  humorous  as  they  are,  because  the  models  are  part  of  the  skeleton  of  our
personality, the way of living and the way we see and understand the world that surrounds us.
Our models are important to us and we take them seriously. That's why we are so sensitive to
every  minor  change  that  we  perceive  and  doesn’t  cope  with  our  models.  I  agree  with
kauppinen (2012) that argues that spending time without meaning is a loss of time. Humor
has to do with meaning. The more you laugh of humor situations, the more we understand
that the humorous subject means very much to you.3

Theoretically we can say that if we were to live forever humor might not exist. At
such phenomenon, there is no need for models. In such case everything might be is accepted
as normal. Such theory fits the Spinoza saying "Eternity cannot be defined by time, or be in
any way related to time" (Baugh, 1992).

I hope that, in the limited time available to me, I have succeeded conveying the notion
that the underlying infrastructure for the creation of humor is our life expectancy, from which
the time limitation theory (TLT) is derived.

3I am less positive to another argument of Kauppinen that says "life is ideally meaningful when challenging 
efforts lead to lasting successes". But this should be another discussion on what meaningful is and what means 
success in different cultures.   
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THE ENACTMENT OF LEADER IDENTITY IN ORAL NARRATIVES OF
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE YOUTH ORGANIZATION AIESEC

Plamena VALCHEVA1

Abstract: Through using narratives as data and sociolinguistic narrative analysis and positioning
theory as analytical tools, the paper shows the discursive resources through which the enactment of
leadership and leader identity is  achieved in narratives-in-interaction.  The analysis  centres on a
narrative of personal AIESEC experience excerpted from a corpus of naturally-occurring oral stories
generated during video-based fieldwork at an international AIESEC conference in 2016 with the aim
of teasing out leader identity within the context of narrative practice. To achieve this, sociolinguistic
narrative analysis (Labov & Waletsky 1967) has been coupled with positioning analysis (Bamberg
1997)  at  the  backdrop  of  the  discursive  approaches  to  leadership  affiliating  with  a  social
constructionist stance on (leader) identity and emphasizing the primacy of discourse as a medium for
identity construction (Fairhurst 2007). These lines of investigation zoom in on the aspects of leader
identity  negotiated  by  AIESEC  members  in  the  narrative  performance  and  indicate  that  leader
identity  is  crafted  through  acts  of  identity  at  three  interrelated  levels:  the  narrative  world,  the
narrative interaction, and the wider sociocultural context, i.e. master narratives.

Keywords: narrative  discourse; leader  identity; social  constructionism; discursive  leadership;
positioning theory; sociolinguistic narrative analysis.

Introduction
The narrative mode has become one of the major objects of study in applied linguistics, social
sciences, anthropology, literary studies, etc. The interrelated fields investigating leadership in
organizations have been also increasingly embracing the discursive perspective and focusing
on narrative discourse as a resource for untapping the enactment of leadership and leader
identity.  This paper explores the ways in which narratives-in-interaction can be seen as a
discursive and social  practice for the construction and negotiation of leader  identity in  a
global community of practice, viz. the youth organization AIESEC (the French acronym of
Association internationale des étudiants en sciences économiques et commerciales, which has
been  redefined  to  a  non-acronymous  name,  severing  its  link  to  the  original  term,  since
members no longer come from only these university backgrounds, AIESEC n.d.). Enshrined
in narrative discourse, conference events in AIESEC have attracted the researcher’s attention
as a discursive stage for the enactment of leader identity and a convenient discourse mode for
communicating AIESEC’s worldview of leadership and leaders. In order to account for these
discursive processes it is necessary to unveil  the combination of positionings activated in
narratives of personal  experience which identify the members as leaders  and serve as an
emblem of group belonging.

The empirical research underlying the study aims at investigating how the members of
the organization, with or without being externally appointed to a leadership status, craft and
perform narratives in such a way as to talk into being their  leader  identity. The analysis
centres on a narrative of personal AIESEC experience excerpted from a corpus of naturally-
occurring oral stories generated during video-based fieldwork at an international AIESEC
conference in 2016 with the aim of teasing out leader identity within the context of narrative

1 Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”
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practice.  To achieve this,  sociolinguistic narrative analysis  (Labov & Waletsky 1967) has
been coupled with positioning analysis (Bamberg 1997) at the backdrop of the discursive
approaches to leadership affiliating with a social constructionist stance on (leader) identity
and emphasizing the primacy of discourse as a medium for identity construction (Fairhurst
2007, Clifton 2014). These lines of investigation zoom in on the aspects of leader identity
negotiated by AIESEC members in the narrative performance and indicate that leader identity
is crafted through acts of identity at three interrelated levels: the narrative world, the narrative
interaction, and the wider sociocultural context, i.e. master narratives.

Theoretical underpinnings
The major psychological theories percolating the twentieth-century leadership studies have
emphasized the functions and qualities of leaders but have lost sight of those aspects of leader
identity  which  are  achieved  through  social  practice  and  naturally-occurring  interaction
(Fairhurst & Connaughton 2014; Clifton 2015). Resting on the essentialist view of identity as
a pre-determined immutable essence situated within the self (Benwell & Stokoe 2006), these
approaches have privileged the quantitative, rather than qualitative treatment of leadership
and leader identity. Such quantitative framework, Conger contends, “fails to capture the great
richness of leadership phenomena and instead leaves us with only a set of highly abstracted
generalised descriptors” (118). A broader, more qualitative approach that will recognize the
role  of  discourse  for  the  accomplishment  of  leader  identity  and  perceive  it  as  a  social
outcome has been required.

In concert with the “linguistic turn” in social sciences (Rorty 1967), within the field of
leadership, Fairhurst has become the harbinger of the discursive approaches with her seminal
work  Discursive Leadership: In Conversation with Leadership Psychology. Grounding her
framework in the tenets of social constructionism, Fairhurst takes an interest in the actual
process of doing leadership and seeks to show how “leadership is brought off in some here-
and-now  moment  of  localized  interaction”  (15).  The  social  constructionist  approach
challenges the essentialist ideas and their focus on the innate characteristics of the individual
by advocating a view of identity “as an interactional accomplishment, an identity continually
renegotiated via linguistic exchange and social performance” (Cerulo 387).  In this stance,
leader identity is conceptualized as “an in situ accomplishment”(3) and leadership — as a
process of managing the meaning of organizational reality which is accomplished by those
who  have  access  to  more  powerful  discursive  resources  and  thus  most  influence  in  the
management of meaning (Clifton 2012). Consequently, the social arena and actual interaction
become the empirical field where organizations are shaped and leader identity — enacted and
negotiated  (Larsson  2017).  Thus,  to  address  this  discursive  challenge,  linguists  working
within the organizational  and leadership field have been increasingly using transcripts  of
naturally-occurring talk-in-interaction as their research data (Baxter 2014; Choi & Schnurr
2014; Clifton 2006, 2012, 2015; Holmes et al. 2011;  Larsson & Lundholm 2013; Schnurr
2009; Svennevig 2008; Wodak et al. 2011). Despite the variety of methods and approaches
(e.g.  conversation  analysis,  critical  discourse  analysis,  sociolinguistics,  narrative  analysis,
interactional  sociolinguistics,  membership  categorization  analysis,  actor  network  theory,
communicative  constitution  of  the  organization,  discursive  psychology),  this  wave  of
scholarship  shares  the  same interest  in  discursive  resources  as  a  means  for  tapping  into
leadership and leader identity. Yet, little of these studies have engaged in analysis of narrative
discourse.  Therefore,  calls  have  been made,  within  leadership  research,  for  more  studies
embracing  narratives-in-interaction  as  a  resource  for  gaining  access  to  the  language  of
leadership as an in situ practice (Clifton 2014) and this paper attempts to respond  to this call.
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This study also situates itself within research traditions in sociolinguistics and applied
linguistics giving voice to a social constructionist view on identity (Pavlenko & Blackledge
2004; Bucholtz & Hall 2005, Benwell & Stokoe 2006; De Fina, Schiffrin & Bamberg 2006;
Bamberg, De Fina & Schiffrin 2011; Archakis & Tsakona 2012). In the sociocultural arena,
Bucholtz  and  Hall  (587)  argue  that  identity  is  ‘a  discursive  construct  that  emerges  in
interaction’ (587).  Similarly, Bamberg,  De Fina and Schiffrin  define it  as “constructed in
discourse  and  negotiated  among  speaking  subjects  in  social  contexts”  (178).  A broader
perspective has been incorporated in Archakis and Tsakona’s study (2012) which observes
that

..identities  are  constructed  in  relation  to  people’s  degree  of  participation  in  specific
communities of practice, given that people (as core or peripheral members) may attempt ad
hoc to manage their membership in various communities.

The present case study complements these lines of argumentation by considering how
leader identity and leadership are accomplished in actual interaction within a transnational
community of practice — the student-run organization AIESEC.

Methodological and analitical perspectives
The data and analysis presented in this paper are part of a larger ongoing study focusing on
the construction of leader identity through narrative discourse in the youth-led organization
AIESEC. The research setting of this case study involves international AIESEC conferences
hosted by AIESEC Bulgaria in the period 2014-2016. The researcher was present as a non-
participant observer throughout the conferences, the access to the venue being secured with
the permission of the conference committee and the governing body of AIESEC Bulgaria.
Thus, the researcher revealed her research role only to some of the participants in the research
setting  while  staying  “incognito”  to  most  of  the  conference  delegates.  As  observer,  the
researcher  attended  the  open-access  conference  sessions  and  video-taped  them by sitting
among the delegates. The narratives constituting the data of the study were later extracted
from the video-recordings. The narratives in the corpus share some important features: they
are naturally-occurring, i.e. non-elicited by the researcher, and emerging in actual practice in
organizational  settings.  Such  type  of  research  data  has  been  largely  underrepresented  in
qualitative linguistic studies which make use of researcher-elicited life stories in interview
contexts (Labov 1967). Thus, the present study aligns with emerging research on narratives-
in-interaction which focuses on small stories occurring in conversational contexts rather than
on elicited life stories (Georgakopoulou 2007). More specifically, the narratives in the present
study are  unscripted,  prepared  and  spontaneous;  they  are  personal  accounts  of  AIESEC
(leadership) experience. Furthermore, they are monologic and embedded in the surrounding
discourse,  the  narrative  event  involving  an  active  narrator  or  performer  and  a  relatively
passive audience.

In order to analyse the doing of leadership in narrative discourse, positioning theory
(Bamberg 1997; Bamberg & Georgakopoulou 2008)  and sociolinguistic narrative analysis
(Labov & Waletzky 1967; Labov 1972, Labov 1997)  have been used to approach the data.
The groundbreaking Labovian approach to narrative analysis has been used to identify the
structure of the narratives in the corpus. It sets apart the canonical stories in the Labovian
sense from other story types found in the data. According to Labov, “a narrative of personal
experience is a report of a sequence of events that have entered into the biography of the
speaker  by  a  sequence  of  clauses  that  correspond  to  the  original  events”  (397).  The
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prototypical Labovian narrative is a well-structured personal account with six elements  —
abstract  (What  is  the story about?);  orientation (Who, when,  where,  how?);  complicating
action (Then what  happened?);  evaluation (How and why is  this  interesting?);  resolution
(What finally happened?); and coda (How is the gap between the narrative event and the
present time bridged?).  Based on this definition, Labov further distinguished two types of
narratives — “minimal” and “fully developed” ones (360). The former is “a sequence of two
clauses which are temporally ordered”, while the latter comprises orientation and evaluation
(and often times an abstract and a coda) as well. The story type that he worked primarily with
― the personal experience narrative ― included minimal narratives as well as more fully
formed ones.

Though influential in its significance for narrative analysis, the Labovian framework
fails  to account for the interactional  properties of the narrative,  i.e.  its  local interactional
surroundings, the relationship between the narrator and the audience, and the participation of
the audience in the narrative event. Therefore the narrative excerpts in the present study have
been  further  inspected  through  the  lens  of  positioning  analysis  in  order  to  highlight  the
mechanism of leader identity construction on the micro- and macro level of discourse. The
framework of positioning theory proposed by Bamberg and Georgakopoulou (2008) includes
three interrelated levels  of  analysis:  the narrative world,  the narrative interaction and the
wider  sociocultural  context (i.e.  master  narratives).  Positioning Level 1 explores how the
characters are positioned vis-à-vis one another in the narrative world. Positioning Level 2
operates  at  the  level  of  interaction:  here  narrators  position  themselves  in  relation  to  the
audience.  Discourse and situational identities emerge at  this level of analysis.  Positioning
Level 3 is related to “how the speaker/narrator positions a sense of self/identity with regards
to  dominant  discourses  or  master  narratives  (i.e.  pre-existent  socio-cultural  forms  of
interpretation  such  as  those  of  masculinity,  diversity,  managerialism,  etc.)”  (Bamberg  &
Georgakoloulou  385),  by  which  they  discuss  hegemonic  discourses  of  gender,  ethnicity,
leadership,  commitment,  responsibility,  “involving  claims  that  they  hold  to  be  true  and
relevant above and beyond the local conversational situation” (Georgakopoulou 201).

The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  elucidate  how  leader  identity  is  enacted  from a
discursive perspective and how AIESEC members position themselves and others as leaders
in  the  interactional  space  of  narrative  discourse  by  attuning  their  identity  claims  to  the
organization’s  perceptions  of  leadership.  While  a  variety  of  definitions  of  leaders  and
leadership have been suggested within different  lines of research,  this  paper  will  use the
definition provided by Hosking (1988), who saw leadership “as a certain kind of organizing
activity”,  influencing  the  constant  development  of  organizations  by  means  of  leadership
processes which “contribute to the structuring of interactions and relationships, activities and
sentiments” and “promote the values and interests of social order” (147). This definition has
been further developed by Fairhurst who argues that “leadership actors are knowledgeable
agents,  who reflexively monitor the ongoing character  of social  life as they continuously
orientate to and position themselves vis-à-vis specific norms, rules, procedures, and values in
interaction with others” (14). Furthermore, the ways in which narrators accomplish leadership
in discourse by positioning themselves to the master narrative or the worldview of leadership
as perceived by AIESEC have been explored in the paper. According to the AIESEC vision
there are essentially four characteristics of youth leaders that members strive to develop: the
ability to  empower  others  (a  youth  leader  “communicates  clearly, engages  in  meaningful
conversations,  and  creates  spaces  that  empower  others  to  take  action”.  (AIESEC  n.d.),
solution  orientation  (a  youth  leader  is  “flexible,  ready  to  take  risks,  and  actively  finds
solutions to challenges”.), world citizen (a youth leader is “aware of global events and enjoys
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taking an active role in contributing towards making it a better place for everyone”.), and
self-awareness (a youth leader “understands personal strengths, lives by his/her values and
constantly explores passions.”).

Data and analysis
The data for the present  paper  consists  of  а  narrative excerpted from a corpus of video-
recorded narrative events, generated during the EuroXPRO conference hosted by AIESEC
Bulgaria between 10th and 16th April 2016. The fieldwork during the event included, along
with video recordings of the open-access sessions,  field notes and conversations with the
delegates.   EuroXPRO  was  a  six-day  international  AIESEC  event  hosted  by  AIESEC
Bulgaria  and attended by 310 youth  leaders  from 50 countries  in  the  CEE (Central  and
Eastern Europe) and WENA (Western Europe and North America) regions of the organization
who  came  together  to  affirm  their  commitment  to  the  Sustainable  Development  Goals
(hereafter SDGs) agreed by the United Nations in September 2015. Espousing the SDGs, the
organization, whose vision is “peace and fulfillment of humankind's potential”(AIESEC n.d.),
has been motivating young people to unlock their leadership potential and contribute to the
development of the world by taking a stand on global issues.

The narrative under study was launched at the beginning of a 12-minute presentation
session  delivered  by  an  AIESEC  alumnus  who  was  currently  the  AIESEC  partnership
coordinator of an international information technology company. The aim of this personal
account is to convey a perspective of the organization that will inspire its members to take
leadership responsibilities and shape their perception of AIESEC. At the same time, closely
linked to the aim of the narrative endeavour is the understanding that AIESEC experience has
implications  beyond the international  events  and the organization itself,  concerning one’s
personal development and professional path.   The narrator is a female, aged 25+, presumably
Serbian. As far as anonymity issues are concerned, the narrator’s confidentiality has been
secured by substituting her name with an ethnicity-consistent equivalent (Milena) while the
initial has been preserved (Tagliamonte 2006).

In Labovian terms the narrative is a fully-formed one, starting with an abstract which
the narrator sets up by stating her epistemic authority to share a story:

Extract One

I’ve been in AIESEC for the past four years (…) so I’m gonna share a story with you, a
personal story that I feel it can be something you gonna feel at the end of your AIESEC
experience. So when I started my AIESEC experience, to be completely honest,(.) it was
a bit random (.) but, you know, as you go through the organization and you go further
and  further  and  you  realize  what  the  organization  is  really  about  you  actually  feel
connected with (.)

In the abstract Milena talks about her confusion as a newly recruited member at the
beginning of her AIESEC experience. Thus, she voices the thoughts and feelings of young
AIESECers by generalizing her experience to address the audience through the use of the
generic you (Mildorf 2012) which creates emotional proximity between her and the audience.
As early as the abstract of the story, Milena’s positioning with regard to Level 2 of Bamberg’s
model  lends  validity  to  her  storytelling  rights  and  legitimizes  her  responsibility  to  the
audience for producing a highly tellable story. The narrator positions herself in relation to the
audience as someone who has something to share, a person who has had access to knowledge
in AIESEC and has assumed the right to tell about noteworthy events and experience. Thus,
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Milena assumes the discourse identity of a storyteller, while at  the same time she makes
claims for herself  with regard to her leader identity due to thе “authoritative knowledge”
(Larsson 183).  This  discursive mechanism of articulating both a  discourse identity and a
social identity has been described by Baynham, who points out that “taking on the right to tell
a story implies taking on a public-speaking position, bespeaking a social role of leadership”
(383-384). Furthermore, Milena claims and establishes for herself a leader identity consonant
with AIESEC’s vision of leadership, foregrounding herself as an AIESECer who is able to
“communicate clearly” through the storytelling endeavour and create narrative “spaces that
empower others to take action”. She also presents herself as a self-aware person who knows
her  personal  strengths  and  understands  the  process  of  leadership  development  in  the
organization.

In  the  orientation  section  of  the  story  Milena  introduces  the  audience  to  the
background of the narrative:

Extract Two

two years  ago I  was sitting in your  place,  in  Poland,  on my EuroXPRO. It  was an
amazing experience, had a lot of new talks, met a lot of good people, got inspired from
the speakers from just random talks between the sessions…

Here  Milena  makes  relevant  the  master  narrative  of  the  organizational  ethos  by
evoking the specific atmosphere of AIESEC conferences. Thus, both at Level 1 and Level 3
of the positioning framework, AIESEC emerges as an organization providing young people
with the necessary experience to develop their leadership potential. On the other hand, in this
section of the story young Milena, who is supposedly a peripheral member at that time, is
positioned at Level 1 in relation to the core members of the organization who then facilitated
EuroXPRO and provided newly fledged members with the inspiration that she, in her turn,
now  attempts  to  gives  her  audience.  In  this  early  stage  of  her  AIESEC  experience  the
protagonist  of  the  story  — young  Milena  — is  constructed  as  a  person  engaged  in
“meaningful  conversations”(AIESEC n.d.)  and “inspired  by the  speakers”,  as  a  result  of
which she has been empowered to take action and support the mission of the organization. In
this  way,  AIESEC  vision  of  leadership  has  been  voiced  once  again  in  the  story,  by
foregrounding the first leadership quality — the ability to empower others. In the orientation
the narrator does identity work that bring into relief her emerging identity of a young leader.
In the complicating action she further reinforces this evolving identity by talking about a
question that bothered her at that time:

Extract Three

But before I went to EuroXPRO I didn’t have that one question that came out later. The
question was “Am I going to be able to find the organization that has the same purpose
as AIESEC? Am I going to be able to wake up every day, go to the office and see the
purpose in my job and that was one huge question and my entire EuroXPRO I was
searching for that answer (.) and basically going from one partner to another, one entity
to another, talking to people from AI , from other entities…

Here the use of narrative present and direct thought dramatizes the protagonist’s transition
to the status of a fully-fledged AIESECer, who has internalized the organization’s values. Once
again  the  master  narrative  of  AIESEC’s  mission  has  been  evoked  with  its  core  value  of
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developing  its  members’  potential  and  providing  them  with  a  purpose  that  spreads  beyond
organizational  boundaries.  By  bringing  into  the  story  other  organizational  characters,  viz.
partners, entities, AI (the governing body of AIESEC International), Milena manages to position
herself in the narrative world (Level 1 positioning) as an agentic person who seeks the advice of
senior members and has the potential to become a leader. In so doing, she also introduces into her
story the master narrative of agency that is considered constitutive of leadership (Clifton 2017)
and thus, performs identity work also by means of Level 3 positioning. In the resolution of the
story Milena tells the audience that during her EuroXPRO she found the answer to the question
that bothered her, which made her able to bridge the gap between her AIESEC experience and her
professional development:

Extract Four

I realized that if you know what is your purpose in life and what you strive for you can
find the company that fits you and that’s how I found (…).

By the end of the presentation Milena gives the evaluation and the coda of the story
which convey its meaning to the audience:  

Extract Five

My question that I had at EuroXPRO two years ago is not a question any more (.) I am
really confident with the fact that yes you can  be in AIESEC and develop the values and
attitudes that we have as AIESECers (.) and with those values go to the corporate world,
with the same values,  same attitudes and you can truly make a difference (.)  in the
company you are working for (.) you truly can bring additional value that this country,
this world actually needs (.) and this is the answer that I got for myself, and try to think
about  it  one  thing  that  I  would  personally  do  to  tackle  one  of  the  Sustainable
Development Goals (…) My message for you is that be brave, think out of the box, find
other ways for solving issues (.) and ask your partners to work with you (.) because we
cannot do it by ourselves (…)

In  the  final  sections  of  the  story  Milena  once  again  engages  in  interactional
positioning (Level 2) by affiliating with the audience through the use of generic  you and
animating  their  voice  by  means  of  constructed  dialogue.  In  this  one-teller  narrative
performance, with a relatively passive audience whose perceptions of Milena’s discursive
positionings  are  impossible  to  determine,  the  use  of  these  performance  devices
“simultaneously  creates  interpersonal  involvement  between  speaker  and  …
audience.”(Tannen 312). Thus, she position them as potential future leaders who have to
face the challenge of the SDGs and contribute to the betterment of the world. At the same
time, at the very end of her presentation Milena challenges the audience to tackle one of
the  SDGs  — fighting  inequality.  In  this  way,  she  promotes  the  other  two  leadership
qualities cherished by AIESEC: solution orientation and world citizenship and position the
conference delegates  in  relation  to  the  master  narrative  of   AIESEC’s mission  and its
commitment  to  solving  world  issues  (Level  3  positioning).  In  this  way,  the  narrator
displays  agency, performs  leadership  and  ascribes  agency  to  the  audience  in  terms  of
initiative and responsibility, which have become a key element of her leader identity, too.
In sum, through her presentation in general, and  through the story she shares, in particular,
Milena not only manages the meaning of the organization, but she also authors its reality
by restating AIESEC’s commitment to the SDGs.
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Concluding remarks
In the discussed narrative, the identity work performed by the narrator indicates that acts of
identity are accomplished through a complex  interplay of positionings at three intertwined
levels:   the positioning of  the narrator  to  other  organizational  characters  in  the  narrative
world, the positioning of the narrator and the audience in the narrative interaction, and the
positioning  in  relation  to  culturally  accepted  discourses  of  agency,  leadership  and  the
organization under study. In other words, the analysis shows that leader identity is achieved
through positioning self, other and the organization in the narrative world, in the here-and-
now of the interaction and in relation to hegemonic discourses. The narrator constructs her
leader identity by using authoritative knowledge, displaying agency and giving advice to the
audience.  The  narrative  resources  employed  by  the  narrator  to  accomplish  discursive
positionings and display leader identity include generic  you, narrative present, constructed
dialogue,  and  direct  thought.  The  narrator’s  interactional  purpose  to  promote  AIESEC’s
perceptions of leadership inevitably influences the way the story has been told and the leader
identity  — performed. Not surprisingly, the narrator adopts a leader identity commensurate
with the four basic leadership qualities outlined in the AIESEC vision, while, at the same
time, casting AIESEC members as potential  future leaders who are able to develop these
qualities. The analysis of the story also indicates that the narrator does rhetorical work, along
with the identity positionings she has been engaged in, through challenging the audience’s
commitment  to  the  organization  and attuning her  story to  wider  organizational  purposes.
Employing narratives as data and sociolinguistic narrative analysis and positioning theory as
analytical tools, the paper has shown that leader identity and leadership can be understood  as
discursive accomplishments in narratives-in- interaction.

Transcription conventions

(.) micropause
(...) omitted segment
Italics   constructed dialogue
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RE-CENTERING  HUMAN AGENCY IN THE AGE OF KNOWLEDGE
TECHNOLOGIES AND THE ROLE AND SCOPE OF THE HUMANITIES AND

SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Ana-Maria MUNTEANU1

Abstract:  The  current  paper  explores  the  increasing  impact  of  technology  on  the  social
fabric(Latour, 1996) and the ways that humanity is or could be adjusting to this growing influence.
The very definition of human is being put into question as superintelligent machines begin to take on
human patterns of behavior and as human interaction is becoming more digitalized. Hamlet's famous
reply: "To be or not to be; that is the question" would reflect an indecidable model of thinking that
avoids the dillema of philosophical reasoning in order to answer the question: What is a man?  this
should be translated into a binary logic (1.0) of the virtues that boolean logic gives in analogy with
the  existing  and  evolving  endless  processing  language  and  possibilities. The  constraint  of  the
explanatory power of the concept of autopoiesis reflects the need for nuanced reasoning elaborated in
socio-human sciences during longer periods than those marked by innovation, and which could recall
humanities in the circle of  disciplines that constitute the architecture of  ontological  and systemic
design,  to  unlock  the  cycle  of  transformation  between  information,  data  and  wisdom,   without
eliminating critical reasoning. Scientists and philosophers are beginning to question the competition
between soft and hard sciences and advocate for a symbiotic relationship, that can integrate data and
social sciences for a more balanced understanding of the world.

Keywords:  artificial  intelligence;  autopoiesis;  data/  information/  wisdom;  digital  networks;
humanities and social sciences; quantum computing; communication

Introduction
The Global  Risk Report for 20172 assessed as a global trend the further  development  of
economic interconnection and multi-stakeholder, a trend that corresponds to the 4th industrial
revolution (4IR, p74). In this cotext, trends are defined as interconnected global risks. The
report  highlights  two  major  strands:  on  the  one  hand,  the  deepening  of  the  crisis  of
democracy, the fragmentation of consolidated democratic societies and the challenges facing
civil society organizations and individual activists, including government retaliation in the
civic space, from restrictions on external funding to the supervision of digital activities and
even physical violence. On the other hand, artificial intelligence is a chapter addressed by the
regulatory process,  but  in  a  non-uniform way:  some technologies  are  strongly regulated,
others  are  just  starting  out,  yet  not  under  the  mandate  of  any existing  regulatory  body.
Artificial and robotic intelligence remains poorly regulated, debates on how to develop the
development of higher intelligence than human intelligence1, revealing risks associated with
AIs that grow by delegating decision-making from people to smart grids and automation (75).

Historian  Yuval  Noah Harari  in  Homo Deus A Brief  History  of  Tomorrow (2015)
considers technological evolution the result of a way of interpreting everything in the world
and the universe in terms of data and data flows, while the value of any phenomenon or
entities is determined of its contribution to data processing (428). Harari sees a risk for the
evolution  of  the  human  species  that  over  the  past  has  conquered  the  world  and  gave  it
1 Professor at Ovidius University of Constanta
2    The Global Risks Report 2017, edited by World Economic Forum, Geneva, 2017, 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GRR17_Report_web.pdf
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meaning, the current situation being an end point in which homo sapiens loses control. The
transition  from  the  humanist  revolution  and  modernity  to  technological  humanism  and
dataism  described  as  a  religion  of  data  is  accompanied  by  a  loss  of  a  kind  of  control
associated with consciousness and capacities developed by humanism and tends to substitute
the  central  value  of  humanism,  human  will,  with  opiates  of  the  information  processing
capacities. "Technohumanism faces an impossible dilemma here. It considers the human will
to  be  the  most  important  thing  in  the  universe,  hence  it  pushes  humanity  to  develop
technologies that can control and redesign that will". Harari's reflections do not remain in the
philosophical plan, but address - based on context mapping - practical,  equally unsettling
questions. First-century economies may well be what to do with all the superfluous people.
What will conscientious humans do once we have highly intelligent nonconscious algorithms
that can do almost everything better? (370)

Hamlet's famous reply: "To be or not to be; that is the question" would reflect an
indecidable model of thinking that avoids the dillema of philosophical reasoning in order to
answer the question: What is a man?  this should be translated into a binary logic (1.0) of the
virtues that boolean logic gives in analogy with the existing and evolving endless processing
language and possibilities.

But   taking in  consideration  the Seth  Lloyd powerful  argument  : "Every physical
system records information, and simply changing over time, modifies it, transforms it, or, if
you prefer, processes it." Since they are building quantum calculators, they think the world in
terms of processing information" the real challenge seems to be how to continue to think the
world in terms of human agency and a necessary attempt to create a flightline among the two
areas and perspectives.  

Assuming  that  certain  dangers  are  somewhat  exaggerated  to  the  detriment  of
humanity's progress in the technological age, it is certain that a series of ideas, concepts and
theories  with  which  we  have  operated  in  the  sphere  of  humanities  and  social  sciences,
although they maintain an explanatory and reflective capacity on a crisis of democracy, are
facing a reduction in possibilities to generate signals on real risks and challenges - climate
change patterns, systemic corruption, abuse, natural environment deterioration, and others –
require both the renewing of socio-human sciences along with technology to maintain the
capacity to offer values to public education and change sense, and the opportunity to leave
the status of technology user for the one conferred by the co-realization of philosophy and
science and to resume the dialogue between reflexive critical thinking and the paradigm of
autonomy and autopoiesis that animates network thinking and design, a dialogue suspended
by radical criticism of postmodernist theories that Latour has undertaken in Reassembling the
Social An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory(2005)3 that applies actor - network theory to
a reassembly of social., a theory upon which he returned several times, beginning with Actor-
Network Theory A Few Clarifications4, either by providing clarifications himself or by other
collaborators5 leading  to  an  analysis  framework  for  understanding  change  in  complex
systems6  This asymmetry has always been implicit. and this constraint of the explanatory
3 Bruno Latour, (2005), Reassembling the Social A Introduction to Actor-Network Theory, Oxford University 

Press, Oxforrd New York. http://droit-public.ulb.ac.be/wp-
content/uploads/2013/04/Latour_Reassembling.pdf

4 Bruno Latour, (1996), Actor-Network Theory A few Clarifications, Soziale Welt 47. Jahrg., H. 4 (1996), pp. 
369-381

5 Alcadipani, Rafael,John Hassard, (2010),Actor-Network Theory, organizations and critique: towards a 
politics of organizing, Organization(Sage Journals), Volume: 17 issue: 4, page(s): 419-435  
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1350508410364441

6 Young, David, Ray Borland, Ken Coghill, An Actor-Network Theory Analysis of Policy Innovation for 
Smoke-Free Places: Understanding Change in Complex Systems Am J Public Health. 2010 July; 100(7): 
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power of the concept of autopoiesis reflects the need for nuanced reasoning elaborated in
socio-human sciences during longer  periods than those marked by innovation,  and which
could  recall  humanities  in  the  circle  of  disciplines  that  constitute  the  architecture  of
ontological and systemic design, to unlock the cycle of transformation between information,
data and wisdom,  without eliminating critical reasoning. 

The autopoiesis of social systems
The concept of autopoiesis of cognition has gained influence starting with the 70s in diverse
disciplinary fields due to a line of researchers, philosophers, anthropologists and scientists
having solid  backgrounds  and interdisciplinary contributions  in  mathematics,  cybernetics,
neurobiology,  neuroscience,  quantum  physics,  as  well  as  in  philosophy,  systems  theory,
sociology, communications sciences, economical sciences. Innovative understandings have
built - from the systems theory (for instance the socio-cybernetics, a theory of social systems
by Niklas Luhmann) or the ecology of mind of Gregory Bateson,  encompassing cybernetics,
psychology and anthropology- to experimentally oriented research- Maturana's contributions
in  Neurobiology  and   Biology  of  Knowledge,   Varela's  neuro-phenomenology  linking
neuroscience  to   Merleau  Ponty  and  Husserl  phenomenology,  and  many  others  -.  The
centrality of knowledge was also a purpose in the political theory of Robert Lane7 or the
innovative approach of managerial processes by Peter Drucker8. The latter revolutionized the
economical theory through developing the role of knowledge in the social production as a
general theory of management based on knowledge. The knowledge idealized as a value per
se by the elites, a) redirects its trajectory, intersecting multiple domains of activity and thus
obtaining  new valences,  this  time  pragmatic.  b)  The  turning  point  is  represented  by the
moment  when this  area  is  expanding its  scopes  by resorting  to  various  means  involving
different categories of actors. c) Information must go through an entire process to call itself
knowledge. It is not enough to be at everyone's fingertips, to be legible. It takes a secret
ingredient  to  be  intelligible.  Stages  of  data  transformation  into  knowledge  vary  from
individual to individual, depending on its background. In conclusion, d) Information must
move its engines, determine opportunities, generate applications, and replicate. Knowledge
must be the key impetus of evolution. Knowledge, and with it citizens and society, must be in
continuous development. e) Knowledge is not perishable; regardless of the beginning, it can
get different dimensions through distinct approaches. It is a resource that can not easily be
exhausted. f) The only requirement of knowledge is to be used, used at maximum capacities.

Knowledge is no longer elitist.  It is no longer addressed to an initiate audience It
becomes  accessible,  being  shared  by many,  globally  open.  The  new  situation  lead  to  a
transformation of its  hermetic character into a public opening. It can be decoded on the spot,
redirects its target to the market, becomes available. Another argument by Drucker is that two
centuries ago, literacy was a profitable allocation of resources, and today knowledge is the
fundamental investment that is imposed by evolution.

Information as energy 
Is information a stagnant energy? asks Drucker. This question seems not to make –sense,
given  the  shared  value  of  information.   Paradoxically,  Drucker  thinks  that  only  the
innumerable energy impulses generated by the springs of knowledge lead to a new type of

1208–1217
7  Robert Lane, 1969, Political Thinking and Consciousness,Merkham, Chicago; Lane, 2000, The Loss of 

Hapiness in Market Democracies,Yale University Press, New Haven.
8  Peter Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity,Butterworth -Heinemann, 1969.
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economy - the knowledge economy. Knowledge is the primary capital,  the most valuable
resource, the operating engine. Economy and knowledge depend on each other. The results of
one explain the route of the other. The form in which the knowledge capital is provided, its
distribution strategy and its method of management measures the efficiency and justifies the
economy. Knowledge is  the common element of developing industries.  "Electricity is  the
cheapest, richest and most versatile energy for mechanical work. But information is energy
for rational work. "(3) 

Applicability turns it into a creative impulse. The interpretation of information and its
use in practice is the magnet of evolution.. The chemistry of information and pragmatism
gave rise to a gravitational force of innovation. However, we have seen that a breakthrough of
technology leaps in the period since Drucker launched his theory (1969); that the autopoiesis
of knowledge has changed the systems, but not as expected.

Responses must be sought in the next decades of technological revolution, both in the
conceptual innovations of the design as well as in the large scale  sociotechnical systems,
namely  by the  development  of  hard  and  soft  technologies  –  but  also  for  the  increasing
mediational role of technology  that makes it the new universal glue that articulates, mediates
and transforms society, from human biology-especially due to the development of  in vitro
fertilization  technologies-,  to  the  articulation  of  multiple  work-places  and  nomadicity9,
including the continuous optimizations and changes that have shaped both individual and
social practices, the  business and institutional  culture and organization. A new technological
leap in place after 2010 lead to the development of new economic sectors, such as those of
deep learning machines, the wetware (AIS) sector and humanoid robots.

'Three steps back and two to the left'
When IBM architect Phil Tetlow describes the global digital network -during a WSI lecture in
2015  entitled  Three  steps  back  and  two  to  the  left -  he  highlights  its  impact  on  social
behaviour, respectively, "the way we interact, learn and innovate". He refers to an evolution,
a thesis  that he had addressed in The Web's Awake: An Introduction to the Field of Web
Science and the Concept of Web Life (2007). But the evolution he is talking about is that of
the  global  digital  network,  a  technological  achievement,  and  undoubtedly  the  greatest
achievement in human history so far. Other authors are also defining the network in terms of
optimal  management  of  knowledge  and  navigation  within  the  knowledge  space,  with  a
maximization of efficiency, be it the prosperity of the nation, business administration and
development, or the new personal development opportunities offered to users. However, the
co-achievement of all these levels and agencies at the same time  raises big challenges in
terms of control and design. According to Tetlow:

The Web is a truly astounding thing.  It has changed the way we interact, learn and
innovate. It is the largest sociotechnical system humankind has ever created and is
advancing at a pace that leaves most in awe. It is an unavoidable fact that the future of
the world is now inextricably linked to the future of the Web. Almost every day it
appears  to  change,  to  get  better  and  increase  its  hold  on  us"  (excerpt  from WSI
lecture10).  

9  Luigina Ciolfi, Aparecido Fabiano, Pinatti de Carvahlo, Work Places, Nomadicity and Mediational Role of 
Technology,Computer Supportive Cooperative Work(CSCW),April 2014, Issue 23, Vol 2, 119-136.
10 Phil Tetlow, copyright 2017, The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.Inc
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From this perspective, technology - intelligent machines, humanoid robotics, 
nanotechnology, or humanity + - does not seem to worry about being unpredictable, but 
contrarily, it is a peak of human achievement. But the network as a complex ecosystem of 
science, technological innovation, communication and smartness becomes increasingly an 
autonomous system.

 "...the Web, although synthetic at its surface, seems to be quite “natural” deeper 
down, and one of the driving aims of the new field of Web Science is to discover how 
far down such “naturalness” goes....... In this lecture we will hence discuss the change 
case for developing new approaches, look at early insight gained from Web Science 
and to move on to experiment with the idea that Web Science could well be raising 
challenges to some of sciences most fundamental beliefs."

Information  exchanges  -  between  superficial  levels  (users)  and  in  depths
interconnected  layers  and  entities  (like  intelligent  machines  that  reproduce  human  brain
functions  in  convoluted  artificial  networks)  converge  to  address,  aggregate  and  manage
billions of requests due to push and pull technologies which provide an apparent and fragile
symmetry  between  human  and  non-human  actors.  But  this  is  on  the  way  to  change,
according to the technological singularity hypothesis  that stipulates  that "the invention of
artificial  super-intelligence  (ASI)  will  abruptly  trigger  runaway  technological  growth,
resulting in unfathomable changes to human civilization"11.

Silviu Ioni ăț 12 described this challenge in terms of technological objects that perform
complex tasks autonomously and in general," the clear trend of super-technology: "Artificial
Intelligence is no longer just a creative exercise or a software simulation paradigm, it already
exists embedded in physical objects created with the noble purpose of making our lives better
"(106). We are already, as a society, in the situation of "cooperating with intelligent systems,
as intelligent as man, maybe even superintelligent." With Ioni ă, the social and technologicalț
context  is  modeled  by  interactions  between  four  factors:  applied  scientific  research  has
generated a critical mass of major projects; economic competitiveness - in this case the robot-
based economy - generates a competitive market in sensitive areas: human resources, material
and energy resources; emergence of AI with neuroscience and psychology. The conclusion of
the author is that "a durable and sustainable development of society imposes new standards of
cohabitation and survival" (3).

The ecology of thinking
Michel  Serres  reconsiders  and  revaluates  the  communication  between  philosophy  and
science13. First, through the creation of corridors between  hard and  soft  disciplinary fields,
and later, by an ecological approach. In his opinion ecologists are those researchers who open
the dialogue between unrelated disciplines14

11 Carole Cadwalladr,Are the robots about to rise? The Guardian, Google's new director of engineering thinks 
so…, 22 February 2014, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/feb/22/robots-google-ray-kurzweil-
terminator-singularity-artificial-intelligence

12 Silviu Ioni ă, 2015, Inteligen a artificială – între tehnologie i etică, 2015 o3_04, 105- ț ț ș
117https://www.google.com/search?q=silviu+ionita+Inteligen%C8%9Ba+artificial
%C4%83+intre+tehnologie+si+etica&rlz=1C1EKKP_enRO685RO685&oq=silviu+ionita+Inteligen
%C8%9Ba+artificial
%C4%83+intre+tehnologie+si+etica&aqs=chrome..69i57.17184j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

13 Michel Serres, (1982) Hermes: Literature, Science, Philosophy, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore,
London.

14 Michel Serres, La non- invitée de Copenhague, La Libération, 8 decembre, 2009.
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"Philosophy  must  not  be  thought  of  as  against  science,  but  rather  with  science
(perhaps even beyond science if one is to adopt Aristotle's or Descartes's definition of
philosophy  as  a  meta-physics).  As  such,  philosophy  aims  at  formulating  and
explaining the meaning of the structure of the universe in relation to man, to his inner
and social life. But in his search for solutions to the conflictual questions he faces, the
philosopher in no way seeks simply to imitate the scientist in an attempt to occupy the
entire cultural arena. The role of the philosopher is not to conquer a territory, but "to
attempt to see on a large scale, to be in full possession of a multiple, and sometimes
connected intellection"(24).

Do people accept the non-human that resembles them, or vice versa?
To live is to communicate. Multimedia follows the needs of  technological society and is also
the medium in which the technological society is communicated and communicates itself in
various  communities  and  with  the  much  dreaded  technological  singularity.  Although
advanced technology remains a "human history", it builds familiarity, closeness, community
and similarity, or plays the game of imitation in the virtual environment - Sophia, a robot that
was granted Saudi Arabian citizenship, became the first robot ever to have a nationality. Neil
Harbisson is Britain's first cyborg citizen, and the best course of action is not to ignore, like
the ostrich, the new context of "playing with an implacable opponent15", nor to turn AI into
an opponent. It is a communication experience that typifies both interactions with robots in
innovation centers as well as images where a number of symbolic figures, such as stars and
television presenters, are replaced by robots, as new situations we are accustomed to.

             
Fig 1. Robot 'citizen' Sophia (News.com.au)16                Fig 2. Cyborg  Neil Harbbisson (wikipedia .org)        

In his book, Deep Thinking: Where Machine Intelligence Ends and Human Creativity
Begins17 (2017), Garry Kasparov states that accessibility and multimedia platforms associated
with science literacy are part  of a wider project about communication interfaces that can
translate any advanced knowledge into a visual vocabulary that can be understood by any
user. This will revolutionize how we define communication. 

However, this game is no longer unconditionally sustained and has already generated
skeptical  responses  whose impact  is  difficult  to  predict.  On the  one  hand,  technology is
"humanized" by intertwined interactions - biomolecular computers, knowledge technologies,
semiotic, and transposition into objects, devices- in order to overcome the imitation either

15 Garry Kasparov, world chess champion, considered to be one a super-intelligent mind , lost in front of the 
Deep Blue computer in a historical game of 1999.

16 https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/inventions/worlds-first-robot-citizen-says-she-wants-to-
start-a-family/news-story/4c566043cb30f49cf118b8c26084d0de

17 Garry Kasparov, Mig Greengard, 2017, Deep Thinking: Where Machine Intelligence Ends and Human 
Creativity Begins,Public Affairs.
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through wearable features,or through organic integration into the body. The idea of imitation
taken from Turing18 refers to results, but researchers and engineers are involved in the co-
creation, so they take on more complex attributes, including human-machine mediation as
well  as  integrating  features.  Intelligent  machines  are  redefined  by increasing  knowledge
processing capabilities, based on biological, psychological, semiotical and logical levels snf
multiple intelligence model.

The  field  of  artificial  intelligence  research  (AI)  has  as  object  of  study:  the
representation and reasoning of knowledge dedicated to representing information about the
world in a form that an information system can use to solve complex problems and tasks such
as to be a dialogue in a natural language or to diagnose a health problem. The "game of
imitation" is a mirror game. However, it is not the metaphor of the theater world, the multiple
mirrors that made the work of Shakespeare a global web of cultural modernity19 starting with
the  XVIth  century  (the  English  Golden  Century),  but  the  very  biology  of  thinking
downloaded  into  the  intelligent  network.  But  this  means  removing  the  threshold  beyond
which a system is defined as having an identity and an internal plan. 

From the knowledge metaphysics to the knowledge society 
Knowledge representation integrates the results  of psychology with the way people solve
problems  and  represents  knowledge  as  the  basis  for  designing  logical  formalisms  that
facilitate  the  design  and  construction  of  complex  systems.  Knowledge  and  reasoning  of
knowledge also integrate logical results  to automate different types of reasoning, such as
applying rules or relationships between assemblies (sets) and subsets20. A few instances of
knowledge  representation  formalisms  include  semantic  networks,  systems  architecture,
frameworks,  rules and  ontologies,  and  applications  can  be  "automated  reasoning
engines",  "inference  engines",  "scientific  tests",  and  "classifiers".  Therefore,  in
psychology, communication and the universe of language sciences, we are in a defined phase
of  automation  and  applications.  Change  and  transformation  is  how  the  information  and
computing  develop  and  restructure  learning,  creativity,  complexity,  time,  space,  social
relationships, and corporality, but these changes are met with feelings ranging from hope to
resignation and fear. Geniuses are not exempt from this rule, as the table below demonstrates.

Stephen 
Hawking

Bill Gates Stuart Russel Nick Bostrom Max Tegmark

I am not afraid of 
black holes, but 
artificial 
intelligence is a 
different story.

First you will lose 
your job, and 
everything will 
become very 
frightening.

The Earth should 
belong to 
earthlings.

Get ready for a 
Disneyland with 
no children!

Anyway, 
shouldn’t we 
discuss this 
problem more 
often?

Francis Fukuyama emphasizes the specific cultural factor of network development in
the  1990s:  the metaphysics  of  knowledge (open-sourcing).  Together  with the  mobility of

18 Turing,Alan, Computing Machinery and Intelligence, Mind, Volume LIX, Issue 236, 1 October 1950, p 
433–460.

19  Munteanu, Ana Maria, 2016, Postmodern and Classical A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Analele 
Universită ii „Ovidius” din Constan a. Seria Filologieț ț , XXVII (1), p. 121-127

http://www.diacronia.ro/ro/indexing/details/A26198/pdf
20  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_representation_and_reasoning
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knowledge,  it  has  been a  social  vector  of  the unceasing and rapid growth of  technology
markets  and  continues  to  this  day  to  fuel  continuous  development  of  the  Internet  of
Everything,  with  a  speed  that  is  a  real  challenge  for  analytical  and  comprehensive
approaches. The evolution of digital or spatial humanities  over the past decade has gradually
recovered from the gap, but faces counter-reform, resistance to the shape generated by the
intelligent  economy, and capitalism.  Excessive  trade-offs,  lacking ethics  of  user  personal
data, and warnings of public institutions about hazards and hacker attacks have contributed to
the dilution of the metaphysical layer that enveloped the strategic advantage to indistinction,
and to a breakdown of its consistency to a large extent as a result of the multiplication of risk
and criticism.

UCLA Professor  in  the  Department  of  Design,  Arts  and  Multimedia  and  "digital
humanist"  Johana  Drucker  addresses  head-on  questions  and  doubts  arising  from  the
withdrawal  of  borders  between  disciplines  and  fields  of  research  and  the  intrusion  of
technology into the humanities as representational sciences in her study, Representation and
the digital environment: Essential challenges for humanists (2013).

Fig. 3. Johanna Drucker- Representation and the digital environment: Essential challenges for
humanists, cover21

"The basic challenge for humanists comes from the adoption of views that do not
match  our  fundamental  epistemological  values  ...  the  methods  of  statistical  analysis  and
empirical observation are grafted on humanities, they were not created from the traditions of
textual analysis and study. Simply, the distinction between humanistic and empirical methods
is the difference between interpretation and scientific positivism "(2012)

The epistemological concerns that Drucker attempts to answer are not unreasonable,
but they can be easily resolved. A counter-argument even lies in the sophisticated content
analysis  techniques  that  have  become an  online  accessible  software  that  can  be  used  by
anyone  willing  to  learn  questions  and use  applications.  These  applications  are  based  on
textual analysis, as are quantum computers  rooted in the possibilities of infinite processing of
information provided by language.

The  thinking  of  complex  scientific  topics  and  objects,  such  as  the  behavior  of
quantum  particles,  society,  the  universe,  is  communicated  through  cognitive  metaphors,
processors allowing the connection and translation of knowledge among different types and
levels of intelligence (verbal, plastic, musical, mathematical, etc.) multiple intelligence. As a
21http://www.uminnpressblog.com/2012/05/representation-and-digital-environment.html
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result,  some new ones, such as the knowledge translator appeared in the nomenclature of
professions - between concepts, languages, interfaces, operators, or the thought manager.

These transformations are pursued by Seth Lloyd, Mechanical Engineering Systems
Professor and Director of the MIT Center for Quantum Information Theory, in connection
with a common framework, integrating different scale information processing systems, from
micro-physical  dimensions  to  society  and  the  universe.  His  research  focuses  on  "issues
related  to  information  and  complex  systems  from the  smallest  -  how do  atoms  process
information, how can they be calculated - to vast ones like the universe?" - but how does
society process  information?  and how can we understand societies  in  terms  of   skills  to
process  information?"22 What  Seth Loyd aims to  reunite  in  a thinking framework covers
processes that generate transformations: the information and data processing and metaphors
as  well.  The  metaphor  allows  it  to  enter  into  the  common  understanding,  as  quantum
computing allows it to think of the universe. In an interview asking what role the quantum
computer plays in human destiny, he responds in a metaphor "to look at him as a friend, but
to understand this friend we must understand his language ...". Lloyd's conversations suggest
a philosophical bridge between thinking the world and thinking the world through infinite
information processing skills:

The analysis  of  his  argument  suggests  several  levels  and instances  of  knowledge,
communication, organization of information:
a) the scholarly observer, the researcher who studies the processes of the physical world with
scientific instruments,
b) the philosopher ("think the world")
c) thinking itself - "thinking the world as an engineer building quantum computers," and the
dominant model "information processing"
d) metaphor consciously created and used: "I use metaphors to build images of computer
processes".

In this conversation, as in other conversations in which he wishes to be understood,
Seth Lloyd includes metaphors, some sophisticated, others borrowed from the popular culture
jargon (eg Quantum Hanky-Panky), without specifying any connection with the methods of
humanities and social sciences in whose field have been developed. 

In order to have an audience, Lloyd takes Boltzmann's metaphor of "monkeys who
knock on the machine of the universe" when a hundred and twenty years ago he tried to
answer the question of why the universe is so complex, for Boltzmann's complexity being
just a high thermal fluctuation.
  Instead, in order to define a weak fluctuation, Lloyd proposes to replace the writing
machine with the computer in 2018. And this is a metaphor, he argues, but "a metaphor in
which we now have a picture of the computer  universe,  a  metaphor that  I  hope to  spell
scientifically as part of a research program." This answer could be a response to Drucker's
doubts and concerns. Knowledge is cumulative and transformative.

Changing the perspective, Simmens23 points out the fallacies of perception: "When
those outside the humanities and digital humanities typically talk about these two things, they
readily accept that computation changes continually, but they often make the assumption that

22 Seth Lloyd, 2002, Conversations:  The Computetional Universe, Edge,  
https://www.edge.org/conversation/seth_lloyd-the-computational-universe

23  Siemens  R. (2016). Communities of practice, the methodological commons, and digital self-determination 
in the Humanities. Digital Studies/le Champ Numérique, 143.
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the humanities are staid and fixed, and have always been that way. Nothing, of course, could
be further from the truth: each enterprise is dynamic, evolving, and in positive flux." (143)

Conclusion
The technological society as a  society of humans  is not a slip between the quadrvium and
the  trivium,  a  target  of  trivia-lization  of  advanced  knowledge.  As  said  by  the  author
mentioned above24" "Considering how these two come together is important as well; each
brings dynamic perspectives, approaches, methods, and content that are meaningful not only
to us as specialists, but to the society we serve".

Together with the mobility of knowledge, the metaphysics of knowledge has been a
social vector of unceasing and rapid growth of technology markets, and continues to this day
to fuel continuous development of the Internet of Everything, with a speed that is a real
challenge for analytical and comprehensive approaches. 

The evolution of digital  or spatial  humanities  over the past decade has gradually
recovered from the gap, but faces counter-reform, resistance to the shape generated by the
intelligent economy and data capitalism. Excessive trade-offs, lacking ethics of user personal
data, and warnings of public institutions about hazards and hacker attacks have contributed to
the dilution of the metaphysical layer that enveloped the strategic advantage to indistinction,
and to a breakdown of its consistency to a large extent as a result of the multiplication of risks
and criticism.

These constraints on the explanatory power of the concept of autopoiesis reflect the need
for  nuanced  reasoning  elaborated  in  socio-human  sciences  during  longer  periods  than  those
marked  by  innovation,  and  which  could  recall  humanities  in  the  circle  of  disciplines  that
constitute  the  architecture  of  ontological  and  systemic  design,  to  unlock  the  cycle  of
transformation between information, data and wisdom,  without eliminating critical reasoning. 
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REVIEW. THE TENDENTIAL MODERNITY AS AN ENDLESS PROJECT

Valentin VANGHELESCU1

The  volume  “Tendential  Modernity,  Reflections  on  the  Modern  Evolution  of  Society”,
published by Constantin Schifirne  ț at Tritonic Publishing House (Bucharest),  explores the
classical  literature  on  modernity  and  develops  a  comparative  analysis  of  modernization
processes in various geographic areas and "theatres of modernity" - Asiatic Modernity, Latin
American Modernity, others, - including them into a larger picture of modernity. The author,
professor of sociology at SNSPA, uses this extended mapping in order to identify elements to
be included in a more appropriate model designed to frame those cases that did not succeed in
achieving prosperity and systemic development  and allow him to argue for  a  "tendential
modernity".  This categorization covers a set of characteristics in many aspects different from
the pattern of integrated transformations of subsystems during phases of modernization that
have imprinted the modern history of Western European countries.

The book is composed of eight sections. The first chapter addresses principles and
characteristics of modernity - the cultural program and the political and social program of
modernity-. It explores diverse meanings of modernity assigned by classical studies, and lists
attributes  relevant  to  his  own  approach.  The  quest  for  more  appropriate  definitions  of
modernity to cover variants distinct from the western cases led him to coin the concept of
tendential modernity  for countries like Romania, that instead of a functional integration of
diverse  domains  -  culture,  ideas  and economic  development  -,  remained for  a  long time
blocked in a state of economic precarity during the diverse phases of modernization.

The 2nd chapter - Modernization, the path to modernity -, argues that modernity is the
organic result of processes of modernization. So, modernity could be approached as a specific
goal, whose dimensions and structural components have to be achieved through the evolution
of societies. Moreover, he argues that some standards can be defined and identified in the
modern history as specific marks of modernity, facilitating the evaluation of the degree to
which  the  western  model  was  implemented  in  different  countries.  He  points  out  that
“modernization processes had to deal with a versatile institutional environment – decisions
and actions kept changing – a fact that had an obvious impact on the depth and duration of
modernity.  In  the  societies  of  tendential  modernity,  modernization  does  not  include
transforming  the  whole  but  occurs  only at  political,  institutional  and  legal  frames.”
(Schifirneț, 2016:166)

The 3rd chapter provides knowledge upon ten definitions of modernity, depending on
theoretical and methodological  decoupages,  such as reflexive modernity, liquid modernity,
organized  modernity, multiple  modernities, referring to  specific  areas’  Asian modernity  –
Japanese  Modernity,  Chinese  modernity  –,  and  Latin  American  modernity,  the  Indian
modernity  which he labelled as a "mistaken modernity." Schifirneţ considers that "In India,
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modernity is similar to what we said about Romania: we have modernity, but we do not have
the modern man, so a modernity without the modern man." (2016: 76). 

In the 4th chapter the author examines the concepts of tendential and tendentiality - as
distinctive features of these versions of modernity, whose paradoxical trait is the dominance
of the lack of modernity compared to the extent of modern features, and as a resistance to
modern changes. The difference between the reference model of Western modernity and the
various cases of tendential modernity emphasizes the distance through a list of comparisons:
“continuous and sustainable development vs. discontinuous and inconsistent development”,
“urbanization vs. ruralisation”, “strong middle class vs. middle class in minority”, “effective
bureaucracy vs.  inoperative  bureaucracy”,  “democratization  of  society vs.  trends  towards
authoritarianism”,  “strong  civil  society  vs.  incipient  civil  society”,  “individualism  vs.
collectivism”, etc.

Chapter V, Elites, between rhetoric and reality of modernity, emphasizes the role of
elites as necessary promoters of modernization within the society on the behalf of modern
culture,  as  a  universal  discourse  based  on  topics  that  continue  to  remain  inspirational:
freedom, democracy and justice.  He points out that intellectuals “have to live in social and
economic contexts that scarcely support those values” (Schifirneţ, 2016:167), which is why
they must confront a permanent contradiction between universal values and ideals and their
materialization in the precariousness of economic and social contexts.

Chapter  VI, The  space  of  modern  development,  highlights  the  importance  of  the
development of modernity and the production of space in the affirmation and support of the
principles  and  norms  of  modernity,  as  well  as  the  role  of  attitudes  and  motivations  of
individuals and groups at a large scale, to support changes in economy, culture, and society.

A significant thesis concerning the contribution of the state to the implementation of
modern projects is discussed in the 7th chapter, The State – producer of modernity, in which
Schifirneţ argues that “because of state intervention, modernity appears only as a trend”. The
achievement  of the modernization process is  far  from being materialized due to a causal
determination:  an institutional  form which is  not  built  on modern premises  and does not
reflect a modern organization in its structure,  cannot provide or efficiently administrate a
successful project of modernization, which requires both a different institutional design as
well as a different organizational culture.

In  conclusion,  in  the  case  of  tendential  modernity  (TM)  the  original  cluster  of
dimensions is not translated into the different subsystems of reality to allow real changes;
thus, societies remain suspended in an endless project of modernity.
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